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At the Annual Meeting of the Conservation Group in December, 1964,•
Mr. Skellam circulated a paper suggesting that a seminar might be con-
venedtO.foinnulate-afiddiscuss such aspects of grazing experiments as
"definition, design, measurement, recording, documentation, liaison,
responsibility and finance". This.suggestion was followed up by the
Conservation Research Section who organised the Symposium at Monks Wood
Experimental Station. -
,- ,The objects of the Symposium were:
-
discus the importance ofgrazing as a mamagement technique
on land'bf conservation inte.rest.
( 1.
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PROGRAMME AND SUMMARY
) To discuss .problems of experimental design and layout, with
special reference to the type of research results the Conser-
vancy should be trying to obtain'and how these results could
be applied to conservation probleMs.
To bring together the scientific staff of the Conservancy who
Were interested in the. -use of the grazing animal as a manage-
ment tool.'
'''The meeting Which was planned primarily for Conservancy staff was,
aftended by 26 members from research statibns, specialist branches and
regional offices, and two representatives of Naturalists' Trusts.The
pro4ramme was-as follows:-
Tuesda A ril 6th Introduction by Dr. K.'Mellanby.
Opening Address by  Mr.  J. Skellam.
TVpes of vegetation grazed in England and
their representation on Nature Reserves.
Mr. T.C.E.'Wells.
Grazing' in Scotland and Upland England.
Dr. D. Ratcliffe.
- Theoretical basis of a grazing policy.
Dr. P:A. Gay.
Documenfation, communication and semantics
with special reference to field experiments.
Theories aild Models for Grazing.
-Mr. P.H. Cryer.
The Power of tests, and inferences...from
small scale experiments. Mr,. P. Holgate.
The need fOr collaboration between.experi-
menter and statistician. Mr. M.D. Mountford.
-: •
Wednesda A ril 7th Practical difficulties encountered by the
Regional Staff in using sheep as a manage-
ment tool; Mr. J. ifemsley and Mr. M.J. Woodman.
Grazing rights and the Agricultural.Holdings
Act, 1948. Mr. D.H.,Wood.
Graiing experiments in Snowdonia.Mr.J..Dale.
. -
Grazing studies at Moor House Field Station..
Mr. M. Rawes.
Thriplow'Grazing-Experiment. Mrs.'G: Crompton.
Grazing and Mowing Experiments on-Chalk.:
Grassland._ Mr..T.C.E. Wells.
Research.in progress on the Reserves on
the chalk in South.-EaSt RegiOn.
Dr. P.A. Gay.
Summing-up and General..Discussion.
The meeting began its.work:by posing certain fundamental questions
concerned with.the need and desirability of using grazing on,Nature'Reserves.
Was therejustification conservation grounds for maintaining large areas
of unstable grassland where a grazing regime seemed necessary for management?
12 so, was it necessary to carry out experiments in.order.to find the most
satisfactory method of grazing to maintain .the.conservation i terest?: How
important was the grazing as a dcnservation tool and could:other methods not
involving the use of animals be substituted? On how.many N.N.Rs
grazing been the form of land use which in the past had maintained or created
richness in flora and.fauna?
The discussions' which followed'the papers Presented at the Symposium
centred around the questions posed,above and the following is an attempt
to summarise.the many, often conflicting,_views expressed during these
discussions. Two quite different aspects of the grazing problem became
apparent when grazing activities on Reserves in different geographical
regions were considered. In Wales, Scotland and Upland England, over-
grazing by sheep has been responsible for changes in the vegetation which
many ecologists consider to be deleterious. Heavy grazing prevents the
regeneration of trees and shrubs, while species-which are sensitive to
grazing such as Heather (Calluna vulgaris), Cowberry (Vaccinium vitis-idaea)
and other rarer shrubs, as well as. many rare dicotyledon herbs such as
Dryas:octOketala are' eradidated. TheSe comyhunities are converted to grass-
land. Loss of productivity, especiallyon the-poorer soils is associated
with a policy of continued heavy grazing with the result that soil erosion
and scree formation is commonplace in Highland-regions. The position on
N.N.Rs in lowland England is quite the reverse; the absence of grazing
leading to invaSion of'scrub and increasein competition from coarse
grasses, With the ena-result a loss of floristic richness. A survey of
N.N.Rs and•L.N.Rs,,in E gland showed that of.the 62 declared Reserves,
33 contained sOme vegetation formation which had been-grazed in the past
or  was being.grazed atthe. Present time. It w.as estamated that 21,000
acres of land-on N.N.RS.in England were suitable for grazing, 16,500 .acres
occurring on'2 upland' ReierVes.which were.grazedby commoners, the.remain-
der being divided' unegually between 6-lowland vegetation types of which
chalk grasslandwas the moit impOrtant.. (See-Appendix).. Maritime dune
systemS and lowland heaths On N.N.ks in England contain2,255acres of'.
vegetation'which would probably benefit from graiing, but it was considered
_that the . problem waS not so Urgent there as on chalk andlimestone grass-
lands.
In lowland England, attemptsliave been made to graze Reserves with
livestock owned by local farmers', the farmer7usUally being granted'licence,
but in most cases,.this arrangement has been unsatisfactory even with good-
wilion bOth sides, and it' is'suggested that in'orde-r to-be able to control
the tiMe. of Year and intensity ok graiingi ownership of livestock by the
Conservancy for the purpOses''Of conservation management should be given.
seriOus.consideration. ManY.ReserVes.are too sMall to warrant a permanent
f1OCk of sheep on the Reserve and it was suggested that consideration be
-
given to the use of a."mobile flock of sheep'fbr'managemeritpurpOses in
'different areas. ' -.»
,
.
Experimental-work using the grazing:aniMal is concentrated on  three
main vegetation types:-:-'Mountain grasslandsbtliales,'mOorlands of Upland
England and Scotland, and chalk grasslands of southern England. In most
of these investigations, heep have been used as the grazing herbivore and
with the exception of the Aston Rowant experiment, the animals have not
been under the direct control of the experimenters. This arrangement
has been adopted for many productivity studies and for investigations
involving the relationships between soils, climate, vegetation and vol-
untary sheep densities on open hill grazings. However, in the case of
detailed studies on the relationship between grazing intensities and the
behaviour of species of plants and animals of conservation interest,
this arrangement is not satisfactory. It is suggested that careful
consideration must now be given to the purchase of animals specifically
for experimental use. Allied to the problem is the desirability or
otherwise of usingN.N.Rsfor experimental purposes. Many N.N.Rs,
especially in southern England are unsuitable as experimental areas
for reasons of Size, excessive use by the public and difficulties
associated with the control of the experiment in an area with many
conflicting uses. It was suggested that the Conservancy should
consider obtaining control over experimental areas outside Reserves with
facilities for housing and feeding experimental animals.
Concern was expressed uring the Symposium by the Biometrics Section
at the lack of adequate documentation, recording and continuity in large
long-term experiments involving many people, and it was suggested that
before an experiment was begun, a proforma should be completed giving a
full.account of the objects, methods, location, documentation of.the
experiment with a clear statement.of. the responsibilities.shared by the
persons involved. It-was pointed .out that;the distinction between
-proper experiments involving the.use of.randomisation,.replication and"—
providing estimates of,error, and:management /oji Reserves.Using animals
An'which observations were made Onathe effects of grazing, had become
blurred, and it would.be.preferable to use the term ''experiMent' Only.in"
.theaccepted statistical sense and refer to Other work as Vials. The
2.00logists referred to the:relationsnip between the structure.And floriitic
composition of the vegetation and the aSsociated fauna. -The elimination
of certain plants by the grazing animal can cause profound changes in'tne
fauna both vertebrate and invertebrate,.and the need for more information
on.this,particular conservation.problem was enphasised.'
y,
.. Experimental work being done by cOnservaidystaff.dsing  the grazing
animal falls under three main categories.' .(1.).prOductivity-stUdf&s;-
(2) exclosures, in whichcompetition between4ecies'is being.stUdied;
(3)-4effects.of.various-treatments, esPeciallY„Cutting ås
for.grazingi„on,the.floristic:.compoSition'of:the grasiland. Although.:
many.different_approacnes,are being Used to investigate the cOmplex
relationship between the sward, the soil, climate and the . grazing'animal,
there was general agreement that in all of these different aPprbådheS"-
&knowledge of the»biology of.individual species yas of.great-importance
-and attention should be-given to this often.neglected aspect of the work.
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- OPENING ADDRESS -
J. G. Skellam
The members gathered here at this Symposium d6 not all belong to the
Conservation Branch and some may possibly wonder how it is that this meet-
ing has come about. It is true that I cannot claim any personal credit
for the Symposium but must nevertheless accept some responsibility for
having precipitated it at this time.
I will begin therefore- bY reading my note of November 1964 which was
circulated to the Conservation Group for the Annual Meeting in December
1964.- The note reads:-'
"It is generally recognised that the nature and composition of vege-.
tation (and by implication the associated fauna) may be profoundly affected
by grazing. Indeed one of the'major problems confronting officers concerned
with the conservation and management of many areas cånsists in making wise
decisions on  the kind of grazing regime to impose.
In order to reach a decision about a particular site, the conservation
scientist is guided by a cOnsiderable body of knowledge which already exists
on the subjett but which has normally been acquired from.studieS on other
areas. .He is also guided by such ecological sur'veys asåhave been made
on the site and in the light of such tentative inferentes as he'may have
been able to reach by ordinary observational examination. .BUt quite
understandably he is cautibus in • extrapOlating results from one place.to..
another or in applying any measures, the lasting effects oflwhich he can-,
not with reasonable'certainty foresee.
It'is not surprising therefore that conservation scientists are
beginning-to adoOt an experimental approach. Very often this amounts
to little more than the extension of obserVation resulting from deliberate
interference, and as such is a valuable adjunct to passive observation.
But it would be misleading to think that all sucti activities tonstitUte
proper 'experimentation i 'the sense normally employed 'in researth. The'
conclusions from simple trials rarely stand up to scientific riticisM
and the results of many'such-investigations areoften a poor return for
the amount of. scientific effort employed:
During the first decade of the Conservancy it  was . not normally
possible for us to keep experimental herds of domesticated animals, but
it now appears that this limitation.will not .be so severe in future. -
We can-certainly expect an increase in the'number of . grazing trials kor
whichwe shall be reiponsible. "
The Biometrics Section'isonly aware of those grazing studies wbith
are brought to its notice when advice is sought. Wewould welcome the
opportunity to learn something about the present scale of grazing trials
and the'intentions which regional officers may have6 extend them in the
near future. It might be pointed out here that such liaison machinery
as we have at present to keep regional staff, the Conservation ResearchSection and the Biometrics.Section mutually informed. is .already defec-tive and'inadequate to'meet-future deVelopments:
"Ine Conservation GroUp is'asked to considerconvening a.,seminarisothat' thoSe Primarily concerned c'an attempt' to, formulate:common lines ofpolicy in the general interest to cover such aspects as definition, design,
measurements,,recording, .documentation, finance."
-gvenbdfox:e
 'the GrOuP actuallymcf, I received a most encouraging
response from Dr. Duffey who suggested that the general-approach s ouldbe broadened somewhat... _He offered to seek Dr. MellanW.s approval- to
.hold.'themeeting ai Monks
 Wood.and 'to: ask Mr..Wells tic) undertake thelecal'OrganisatibriC. These ideas Were readily endOrsed by the Conser-)iha-tiOn 'Groupand
 taiter Much boniultative act.ivity.and tricky diplomacyby Mr. Wells, the'progremMe which we noQ, haveT before us.was,drawn up.-
One of the great pleasures about giving.an opening-address is that •. .the'speaker is usually,permitted.to infiltrate *into his ,talk„ occasional_:.
elements:of his'own_PerSOnal philosOphy, matieri.which.normally might., . .ruit'befole-rated,in.forrillScientific ontribution. I:will therefore':take/adviniage'of thiS'OOportunity Straighi aWay.:
• •It is mY personal:beiief arid many.others.share_it. too, that any,huMan'adtivity,'be it sdientific research, conservation work or everyday.1:.. . .life;is shapeless, incoherent and Without meaning unleSs it is firmly
 -I
rooted in a comprehensive philosophy and is gUided by a clearly definedpolicy._ Quite understandably, j do.not expect any.philopophy-or policyto be rigidjaricir'hnal,
 butmerelyrequire.that it shouldbe;in-keeping
with'ctUr.Jheaperierice-6n8
Perhaps-by the ehd of Ahe Symposium,•after a free,and frank:exchange-of VieWPOints, we shalllbe in a'better position io develop a collected,
approach to the.comPlex'Of ideas.engendered by putting such terms as
"Conservation", "ExperiMentation", The Grazing Tool", in juxtaposition,  and we may be able to.
tr.anslate the principles ,whichemerge.into,a work-
able policy which will not only gui.de our actions in the immediate future,but will, j hope, also .commend itself to.those.who will
 judge:us in theyears to come for,our wisdom or pur stupidity. .,
One Way of clarifyinj 6urKideas of evoking new thoughts and perhapsprovoiing discuSsiont'is-to'ask' questions. This device,,as,is well khown,dates back to classical antiquity and was developed with such great skill
and„genius by Socrates, Plato,and others that the.modern game of 20,queStlions'appears'md-rOniO by'con;pariSOn.
'It is-best of COUrse fo.ask the right questions in the right order.'
1. Grazing Experiments;
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The particular questions I am going to put to you today'are.not as highly%
refined as they would have to be in a strict.scientific nvestigation,
but I note from the programme that I am favoured by being given a further
opportunity this afternoon to-make up for any lack of rigour that I may
display this morning. Whether or not my questionsare relevant is a
matter of opinion, but I believe them to be so. My list is certainly not
comprehensive, and.1 trust that.any serious omission at this stage will
soon be put right.
Despite our apparently hierarchical constitution in which policy is
presumed to emerge by inspiration at the top and henceforth to diffuse
downwards, in reality the.democratic aspects of the machinery can be
equally.effective in determining the policy which is actually practised
and evenjn creating new policy, provided that.we:are prepared to use the
machinery properly and that our ideas are suffici:intly Well thought out
to merit being put up.
It will already have been observed that the official title of the
Symposium embraces two distinct subjects which are presumed to be related.
They are:-
2. Grazing 'as a Conservation Tool.
The first set.of questions .1 .have to ask about these subjects concerns
their importance?
We could ask:-
Q.1a. Are these subjects of sufficient importance to the
Conservancy or any of/its branches to merit special
attention?
..Please believe me when I'say that I am not tryingto be facetious.
The question is,meant seriously because so many things hinge*.on the ans-
wer. .--
It will be noticed that the real significance and full implications
of the question however is not entirely apparent because of the unsatis-
factory wayrit is framed. . It would be better to ask:-
Q.1b. How important are these subjects relatively to other
matters with which the Conservancy is concerned?.
The last question can be refined much further. For example, we may
ask:-
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Q.1c. How important is it that our knowledge of the grazing
. tool should be.adequate (i) as soon.as possible;.. (ii)
in the more distant.future?
Q.1d.. qs it envisaged that the research problems connected
.with the use-and. assessment-of the efficacy of..the.
grazing tool are (i) of transient importance -•.to be
solved in major respects once and For all.as far as
practical purposes are concerned, or (ii) of endurihg
importance - involving a long-term or permanent interest
.or even an indefinite commitment?.
Some of these questions may,appear premature and difficult to answer.
But I. must emphasise that unless we.have a very sober appraisal of the .
relative importanCebf grazing studies we shall be unable to•deploy our
-limited resources wisely.
The consideration of resources in money and man-power prompts numerous
further questions aboui desirability and.feasibility. •
Q.2a. Is there much justification on conservation grounds
for maintaining large areas of unstable vegetation
in a highly artificial condition?
Q.2b. Is there an'upper limit to the area.of•grassland of
• ,the kind which requires grazing to maintain it in the
desired-state, without overstretching, the economy of
the Conservancy unduly?
Q.2c. If so, has the limit yet been approached, reached or
surpassed by the acquisitions made so far?
The answers to these luestions about importance in relation to other
projects and the resoUrces available together with the answers.to the
many supplementary questions on feasibility which automatically spring
to Mind, largely, determine our whole attitude to the subject matter of
this Symposium,.and.may prompt us to give thought to the measures and
positive steps which appear desirable not only for keeping this complex
field under constant review, but also for dealing with the practical
problems existing.on the ground.
My third set of questions concern the relationship between.the two
main subjects included in the title of the Symposium.
0.3a. Is it necessary to carry out experiments in order to:.
employ grazing satisfactorily as a conservation tool?
I rather suspect that the answer is "sometimes". It may be that in
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certain circumstances, we already have all the knowledge that we need in
practice, or that enough knowledge is available if only we could get hold
of it or if we were to make the effort to do so. I hope that subsequent
speakers will have something to say on this point.
It may be that in certain circumstances, we may consider that our know-
ledge of the grazing tool appears to be more or less adequate for practical
purposes, but consider it desirable-that management operations should be
carried out experimentally so as to provide a monitoring system to measure
success, to note special effects and guard against serious mistakes.
These considerations may be condensed in:-
Q.3b. Do we advocate, as a general guide, that the grazing
tool.be used in an experimental manner where feasible,
or failing this, to set up experimental plots within
or alongside, the treated area?
It will be noted that whereas Q.2a. contains the word "necessary", Q.2b.
uses the word "desirable". In fundamental science, we do often have to
ask whether condition A is necessary-for phenomenon B but those whp try
to criticize other people's actions or delight in stifling activity by
asking "Is it really necessary?" rarely have the right to do so. What
matters to the practical man is whether an action is desirable and whether
it is sufficient o achieve the purpose which he has set. I hope in this
connection that Conservation'and Management Research as they develop in
the Conservancy will avoid becoming bogged dowm in the bottomless earch
for necessary truths and will concentrate on discovering ways and means
which are suffiCient o achieve desirable results.
My fourth set of questions refer to co-operation.
Q.4a. Do grazing investigations normally require the
co-operation of several people with specialist
knowledge or special responsibilities?
If we exclude simple trials with very limited objectives or straightforward
operations without experimental content, it seems to me almost apparent
that many specialists are required - field and estate workers such as
shepherds to ensure that the grazing treatment is applied as prescribed,
biologists to measure and record such features as floristic composition,
biometricians to advise on the statistical aspects of the experimental
design and the analysis of the data. Field operations usually cost
money for such things as fencing and student labour, so that the land
agent and the administration (finance and estabs.) might be involved.
Co-operative ffort always requires co-ordination and this is usually
considered to be one of the functions of the regional staff. Last but
not least is the Conservation Research Section which has a special respon-
sibility for this field of work.
We now come to:-
1
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Q.4U. Where co-operation is called for, are the specialist
staff who are available both willing and able to work
together to the extent which is necessary to achieve
success?
After all, the degree to which any officer is prepared-to co-operate in
a collective project depends on the priority which is attached-to tHat-
project, -and the extent to which he is able to co-operate depends on* his
existing burden of commitments.
The problems raised by these considerations are great indeed. It seems -
that we shall be obliged to be highly selective in  the choice of desirable
projects, and there is a serious.danger.that much time' and effort:could -
be wasted on grandiose plans which might not materialise o1  on  projects
which might have to-be abandbned before,completion.
My last set of questions refer to communication.
Q.5a. Even..if, the staff .are willing to'co-operate and are*
not prevented by othercommitments from doing-so', aie
they nevertheless unable ,to'co-operate effectively
because-tf thefr inability to communidate their fdeas
,clearry to one canother?
Q.5b.:Even if specialists are able'to communidate ffectively,
'will they in fact-always dot so and Are they preparedio
docLment their-thoughts* o uhambi4Uously that satisfactory
communication will be.maintained oVei- the whole_duration
of each project?
I have sirsled out some of the problems of communication for my talk
this afternoon, and therefore bring this opening addresttOa hastS, and
rather abrupt close.
J.G. Skellam.
Introduction
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TYPES OF VEGETATION GRAZED IN ENGLAND AND THEIR
REPRESENTATION ON-NATIONAL NATURE RESERVES.
T.C.E. Well§
When nature conservation first begah inythis'country, preservation was
foremoSt in the Minds of those concernedi and although some thought was given
to the need for managing, areas of land acquired as Reserves, priority was
given to acquisition. As the concept of conservation evolved, it soon
became apparent that any change away from the old form of land use brought
about rapid changes in the habitat which were usually detrimental to the
biological interest of the Reserve, and it was realised that some form of
management would be required to maintain,• and in some cases, to re-create,
the conseryation interest.
The grazing animal, whether cattle, sheep, horses, goats or rabbits has
had a major effect on most types of .vegetation in the British.Isles in  the
past, ,and all of our lowland grassland and much of our  hill  pastures owe their
existence to...the grazing animal.: It:is not.surprising then,.that the ideå of
using sheep or cattle on Reserves as a form of management was Considered by.the
Conservancy in its' early years, althOugh the urgency.fer sOme formorpoSitive
management'on'lOwland'ReserVes-onlY became-apparent when myxomatosis.in1954
destroyed most orthe rabbits'on Reserves, and significant changes in the
vegetation were:noticeable:after' only twO years. However, for various
reasons, some'-practical and'soMe admihistrative, -sheep' and cattle have seldom
been used for managing Reserves in.England,.elthough interest in this subject has
beenreVi'ved in the' påst three years, chiefly.in:connectiod with work being
done on chalk grassland. '
:.'Most. of ihe'research in which Conservancy staff have used grazing animals
has been'done-on uPland-areas'in.Wales,-Scotland and northern England, and
little-wOrkhas. been done :oh  lgwiand•grasslands in England. More information
is needed:abOut heeffect's of various management-techniques on naturAlmegetation,
and although-astart has-been mede with.ASton'RoWant grazing experimeniYA4e
experiments.are required if we are to be successful dn.maintaining the diversity
of habitats which we believe to be desirable on Nature Reserves.
HoweJer, before we can decide on the kind of information-that is-needed
from experiments, we require certain basic information relating to the areas of
land on.ReseryescoVeredby different plant associations, and.the.purpose of
this paper is to.outline the distribution end extent of.;those plant.associations
which are dependent-for their existence on some form of-grazing and which
change both in structure and species composition when the grazing animal is:
removed.
Classification  
Vegetation may be'classified in-many different ways, but for the purposes of
-this review; a simple:classification based.on easily recognisable cological units
haS' been used: Some of these units, such-as chalk and limestone grassland may
te similar.in structure and contain-man) species common to both, although some
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species are restricted to one or the other. On the other hand, the vege-
tation may be dissimilar:in bothHitrUc'tlife  and-flaristiCICOmposItion: never-
theless the common factor unitini‘theSe units is TOUnd throiignout - that is
their dependence on grazing for their continued existence.
7 vegetation types are recognised and these are:-
Chalk Grassland
Limestone Grassland (including oolite, .magnesian,.
carboniferous).
Maritime Dune Systems
Dry Heaths .
Moorlands
Fens
Saltmarsh and shingle.
All of these habitats have been grazed by rabbitS, sheep or cattle •in
the past and in the absence of grazing, seral changes occur which alter the
structure and floristic composition of the sward in a way Which is mostly
deleterious to the flora and fauna although in a few cases, the absence of
grazingmay be beneficial to the fauna. ' In general, there are 2 main effects
of withdrawing razing which directly effect the species present:-
(i).The more vigorous species in the grasslandincrease in size  in  the.
absence of defoliation and compete fOr light With the lower growing
species. The response to this change in Conditions varies with
different species. Some, such as Poterium sanguisorba, Cirsium  
acaulon and Pim inella saxifra a show remarkable phenotypic plasticity
and are able to compete and survive .sUccessfully in.competition with
the longer growing grasses, mainly by increasing leaf area and changing.-
the angle of leaYeS. This characteristic is well demonstrated by
Cirsium acaulon which grows as an appressed rosette under:heavy grazing
and as an erect herb.in grassland 6"-8" high. Other.species with less
inherent plasticity are unable to change in.size or form, and rapidly.
disappear. This.is demonstrated bY As erula c anchica, HippOcrepis  
ccmosa and Coeloglossum Viride. Annuals such as Linum catharticum and
Gentianella marella are also eliminated quickly in undergrazed grassland.
(ii) Scrub, esPecially Hawthorn invades the grassland and' quickly becomes
established in the absence of the grazing animal.
These generalisations, hold for -the majority of habitats under consideration,
although there are instances where small parts of the major habitat remain
relatively stable even in the absence of grazing because of edaphic'factors.
Good examples' of this-can be seen on roadside'verges on the chalk and oolite
in Lincolnshire where species rich communities have developed in areas where
the soil haS been dist bed by man. Similar effects can.be seen at Aston'
Rowant on terraces formed by turf removal.
Anal sis of N.N.Rs, N.R.As, and L.N.Rs in En land
Of the 62 N.N.rs and L.N.Rs declared.in England,33contain some form of
vegetation which has been grazed in the past or is being grazed at the present
time. On nearly all of the'remaining 29 reserves, the main interest is either
woodland, meres or mosseS where grazing is not wanted or is-physically impossible.
However, it is worth noting that even on the thirty-three Reserves where
some form of grazing is required, the major interest on the Reserve may
not be grassland and management may be directed towards maintaining some
other feature of the -Reserve such as scrub'or woodland which 'is in direct
opposition to the maintenance of open grassland.
Applying the classification outlined previously, I have tried to
estimate the approximate acreage of each vegetation type on Reserves in
England, together with information on the recent land use history of the
area and other'relevant information. This is set out in Table 1. Using
this approach,-I hope to show where-our commitments are heaviest and where
efforts to obtain information of use in managing these areas, based on
sound experimental work, should be concentrated. Every effort has-been
made to obtain exact figures for acreages by measurement, but in some
cases, this has proved impossible because of the absence of vegetation
maps, while on sand-dune systems, the figure for "area suitable for graz-
ing".is only a rough estimate. However, making allowances for these
sources of error, the picture that emerges is one of great differences in
the area of land occupied by vegetation types on Reserves in England.
Moorlands
By far the largest acreage in this table is found under the moorland
heading, which •s.made up.of 2 Reserves, Moor House and Upper Teesdale,
which together,.occupy 16,500 acres of land. The problem-here is essen-
tially different from most of the other areas, and is more akin to.the
situation in Wales and Scotland where overgrazing, chiefly by sheep is
widespread and protection of areas from grazing may be the required manage-
ment technique. The system of land tenure in these upland areas and the
right of common pasturage over the moors makes control of grazing difficult,
and the absence of.any detailed knowledge of grazing pressures under which
the special flora of Teesdale has developed; further stresses the need for
experimentation and examination of old agricultural records relating to
past land-use. We know in general terms that grazing has increased greatly
in recent years in conjunction with the increased use of the area for
recreation by the public, but little work has'been done to find out the
effect of these changes on the flora of Teesdale.
Dune-systems
The second largest vegetation type found on N.N.Rs. in England is sand-
dune systems which occupy.4,888 acres. -The best examples of sand-dune
systems are found along the western shores of Britain and many of these at'
Newborough Warren, Whiteford Dunes, Morfa Dyffryn and Morfa Hirlech occur
in Wales and are outside the scope of this paper, although the problems and
principles which apply to the English dune systems are similar to those met
with in Wales.
Well-developed dune systems are found ln East Anglia between Hunstanton
and Cromer, Scolt.Head, 1,821'acres in extent being the best example with a
wide range of plant associations, Salt-marsh, shingle, sand-dunes-and
stabiliSed grasSland all%occurring within close proximity of each other._'.:
Winterton Dunes, a much snaller Reserve (259 acres) lies further east than
Scolt Head, and contains well-developed dune systems which provide nesting
sites for numerous sea-birds.. :Much of the North East coast-of England-.
from-Tynemouth-to N rthumberland consists of extensive-maritime dune
systems, .Lindisfarne,.is the only N.N.R. on this coast:but Ainsdale,
and Ravenglass on the N.W. coast bring the total:acreage to-more than
3,000. Braunton Burrows in Devon is the only dune-system in south
West England-scheduled as a N.N.R.
It is difficult to.assess the area:of land on dune.syst. :Is  which
might benefit.from grazing because.of the.absence of detaile, Vegetation
maps,but:a conservative stimate.of grazable land is 1,000 acres-. Common..
sense:dictates that-grazing the foredunes.or, yellow dunes is undesirable
as "blow-outs". and erosion result. from.the impact of man. or the..grazing..
animal, :and -it is doubtful.if sheep would eat.the course-, tough Marram
Grass which is.usually,the dominant in these'zones. .Similar considerations
apply lo the grey- dune systems which are also-vulnerable to disturbance. .:
Once the mat of mosses and lichens is broken, erosion occurs- and.stabilisecr.
areas become mobile again. The areasgrazedby sheep and cattle in -the
past were the:dune meadows-and grassland developed on.the-landwärd.side
of the succession. We know that on all sand-dune systems rabbits were
abundant before myxomatosis and it is possible that domestic grazing'
animals have never been a feature of many dune areas in this country. On
the other hand, we.haveygood historical.evidence that Scolt- Head and
Braunton Burrows have :been used- as sheep and cattle basture.Until.recently;
while_at Lindisfarne', spasmodic grazing is still carried out.. In the
absence ol grazing by rabbits,.many.of the more stabilised areas are being
invaded by scrub - this is.especially noticeable.at-Ainsdale.wherè thickets
of Sea Buckthorn are frequent and there.is-no.reason.why t is species-may
not spread into many of the more interesting dune-slacks.. The general
lowering of the water-table is occurring4on this P.N.R.. and this.would
tend to accelerate the process. Similar.scrub invasion is occurring:on
other Reserves and some substitute for rabbit grazing.will have to be.
found. It seems likely that the pattern Jf grazing on-dune systems in
the past may have been.unusual, with. grazing limited to those months .of
the year when,the vegetation'vas green and-growing,..or.to th se occasions
in the year when keep.was in short supply on.the nearby salt-marshes.
Salt-marsh and Shin le
Salt-marsh occurs on 5 Reserves but the total area of this type of
vegetationson N.N.Rs. in England:is only about 750  r  1,000-acres. The
largest area, about 500 acres occurs as a.fringe,around Bridgewater;Bay
and eyer:.most of Fenning Island.and-the-remainder is distributed in small-
fragments. at Hartland Moor, Orfordness, Scolt Head and to some extent, oh .
Reserves where the.main.interest,is the:sand-dune systems.
Salt-marsh vegetation varies considerably. The lowest zone of the
marsh, which may be submerged for considerably long periods of the day,
is generally colonised by scattered plants of Salicornia. As mud and silt
are trapped ,by the vegetation; the.height of themarsh,,is'gradually raised-.
andthe:mature salt marsh.consists.of-a-grassland in which Puccinellia  
maritima and.Festuca rubra are' generally the dominants, accompanied by
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numerous halophytes uch as Armeria maritima, Aster tripolium and
Limonium vulgare. S artina townsendii generally occurs in an inter-
mediate zone between the open Saliconietum and the closed Festucetum,
and other focal societies, too .numerous to mention occur interspersed
among the dominants. Some of these communities are grazed only at low
tide and for short periods of the day, but the upper zones of the marsh
which are only inundated at exceptional high tides are the traditional .
pastures, and it is under a regime of sheep grazing that the characteri-
stic short turf has developed.
At Bridgewater Bay, the traditional system of grazing Cord Grass and
Puccinellia/Festuca swards on the upper levels of the marsh is continuing
and it is generally agreed that this form of traditional management is best
for_the flora. At lerfordness, where much of the Reserve is shingle, there
is little need for grazing, but it should not be thought that grazing shingle .
beaches has not occurred in the past.
Tansley on page 871 shows a photograph of sheep feeding on Silene maritima
near Burton Bradstock, Wiltshire, in 1911:
Changes tkiat occur when grazing ceases on salt-marshes are not well
documented, hut one would think that on the upper reaches, Juncus maritimus  
might become dominant and exclude Species of the grazed marshland.
Lowland Heath  
Lowland heath is a well defined vegetation type found scattered across
southern England, never covering large areas because the rocks which bear
the podsols and peats on which the flora depends, are not extensive. The
Heaths occupy distinct geographic regions and although each type is recog-
nisable as a distinct entity, there are many common features shared by this
type of vegetation which make it reasonable to'consider them as a whole.
The Cornish Heaths, the Dorset Heaths and the Breckland form the
most easily distinguishable units, but it should not be overlooked that
extensive tracts of heathland occur on the Bagshott Sands in the Reading--
Aldershot area, and lesser amounts are found on lower Greensand around
Hindhead and in Bedfordshire. Heaths also occur on the Wealden Sands,
in the Ashdown.Forest region and in the'Cannoek Chase area of Staffordshire.
The Conservancy have declared N.N.Rs on only 2 of these areas, in the
Breckland and in Dorset, although many other heaths are S.S.S.Is.
In the Breck, Thetford Heath, Westieton Heath, Weeting Heath and
Cavenham Heath form a close-knit group of Reserves covdring 1,035 acres with
a similar history of land use and with similar problems for the future.
This group of Reserves, together withother importantremnants of the
Breck which are nOtNature Reserves such as Lakenheath Warr:en, Stanford
Battle Training . area and Wangford Warren, exhibit a whole range of grassland
types,which A.S. Watt has labelled A. to G which are of great value to the
scientist for, studying the relationship between the flora and such factors
Chalk Grassland  
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as ph, soil depth,.organic matter and podsolisation. Variation in soil
characteriStics is-the p'rimani 'factor esponsible.for'Ahe characteristic
vegetation of the Breck, but agricultural practices, in  which 'sheep, rabbits
and spasmodic arable farming b}i man have all- played a part, make'this region
of East Anglia Unique.
The old agricultural method of walking large numbers of sheep across-
the Heaths can only be used in the context of an agricultural system and iS
a method characteristic of large estates. This is obviously outside thet
scope and capabilities of the Conservancy, and experiments are needed to
inveStigafe 'the feasibility'of using other techniques uch as mowing and
rotovating as a means of creating favourable cOnditions for the-maintenance_
of 'typical Breck habitats. The past land use history of the Dorset Heaths,
together-With their conservation interests and problems have been discussed'
at length by Moore in J.Ecol. (50). The heaths owe their existence to a
combination of fire and grazing, but Moore pointS out that since 1955, grazing
has become less because of smaller rabbit populations and fewer sheep, while
.bUrning  has increased. The'result of this trend is that the larger Heaths
which in general are not used for grazing are'dominated by ericaceOus hrUbs
while the smaller heaths tend to change to grass heaths when grazing is
high or are invaded-by sUbspontaneous pine if leff ungrazed. The exadt
grazing .pressure reqUired to maintain the high'bialogical interest on ihe
Conservancy Reserves in this region, at Hantland.Moor, Morden Bog,-Arne and-
Studland, remains to be found, and it could be argued that grazing is not
needed and that burning alone will maintain the interest. Grazing.and
burning experimants are being done at Furzebrook and it would be interesting
to hear of their results. '
-Further complications-arise b cause of the fragmentary nature of the
remainiiig pieces'of heathland and the increased isolation of RéserVes,
and it seems appropriate af-this stage to mention that experimental work
is needed to determine-the-Smallest qize of Reserve-whiCh can be considered'
a viable biological unit.
The ConservariCy-Own or lease-7 Reserves on the chalk covering 1,448
acres.-*-This figure includes the woodland areas at Kingley Vale, Old
Winchester.'Hili and ASton Rowant,'and after subtracting these areas from
the total acreage, there remains 1,124 acres of grassland, or grassland
and incipient-scrub.'
Chalk grassland varies greatly from region to region, and often within
one area,-communities wifh-differenf dominants occur side by side. The
large number-of-plants &Rind in the grassland and the differences'imiSineucture
that are caused-by -different groWth*habits and degrees Of vigour of tne
dominant  species re i.sponsible for the high biolOgical interest of this
type of'vegetått6n: Because Of the range of communities foUnd 'on ihe chalk,
different approaches to manageMenf are needed; although as a-general rule,
we know that-some form of grazing is beneficial. For example; although
grazing at Old Winchester Hill has teen . restricted to less than' one month
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in any one year, this small amount of grazing on the shallow soils of the
south-facing slope has been benefidial and the effect is noticeable when
compared with the fended paddocks., 'A ,similar grazing programme on another
area,-..where'the soil is deeper,-wouLd probably'have been ineffectual.
ExPeriment'S are needed io investigate the effect of different grazing
inteniiiies and time.of year df grazing on the flora of the many varieties
of chalk grassland - a start has been made with the Barton Hills work and
the Aston Rowant'grazing exlieriment, but this approach needs extending else-
where.
Altirnatfve forms of management such as mowing need to be consideredi.
although it is unlikely that this technique can be applied widely, because
most of the remaining areas of chalk grassland are restricted to the steep,
scarp slopes which precludes the use of the mowing machine, unless sdme
revolutionary technique of mowing is developed.
Fyfield Dowii in Wiltshire, 612 acres in extent, accounts for more
than haIf ihe ConServancy acreage of chalk grassland. As recently as
1961, tfies traditional downland method of sheep farming-could be seen on
Fyfield'DOwn with a large flock.of Downland-sheep controlled by a dog
and shePherd. Fortunately, the'Reserve is.still' being graied by sheep
and it woilld be.valuable-to know if changes in the strudture and floristic'
composition of the flora are odcurring, becauSe of changeS in the method
of managing-the. sheep. It would:be equally informative to cOmpare mowing
with grazing on this Reserve, because the topography of this Reserve is such
that mowing would be pOssabke,
The remaining 512 acres.of chalk grassland iS dividedbetween 6 reserves,
which range in size froM 22 acres at Knocking Hoe to 155 acres at Lullington
Heath. .Lullington_suppbrts a variety of habitats ranging from chalk grass-
land and ericadeou5.; heath to thickets.of Forse and ex-arable:grassland. Old
Winchester-Hill-With about 100 acres' of grassland exhibits-more typical chalk
grassland,"mainly Fesiuca-doMinated and with a rich Selection of herbs,
the south-facing- slopes being'especially good. Public pressure is high
at holiday tiMes on this Reserve and trampling by visitors of'the coarse
grassland on the hill-tops may be beneficial and-eventu'ally-change the.'
turf to4a richer, shorter form. This kind of effect can be seen at Box.
Hill, Surrey, where public pressure is high.
The 74.aciles of grassland at Wye and Crundale are' very different from'
other Reserves, but they are characteristic of many siteS in Kent. Brachy-
podium pihnatam is the dOminant grass over much of the Reserve, although •
small areas of Festuca turf are common in plades. MAnagement'of this area
is partietal:carly difficult becaus'e of:the'abundance of for Grass, and 'the
steep slope's over mUckfof the Reserve preclude anV'form of management other
than grazing. , -Cattle'and sheep 'are being used for management at the
prisent finle; and mowing treatment's are being 'investigated by Dr. Gay.
Managing chalk grassland within an agricultural system is not 'difficult
and we know that it is by this process that characteristic chalk grassland
has developed. However, the Conservancy are having to face the problem of
Fens
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managing small, areas'of grassland outside an 'agrieultural system and with-
out the flexibili+y whieh normal farming practices allow. I belieVe that
the time is ripe for"us. tO decide either to find alternative ways  Of  manag-
ing grassland without animals or to develop a'system of using animalS outside'
the context' of agriculture and primarily E'er purposes of conservation management.
SeriOus Consideration should also be given'to more destructive ways of managing
small aieis, such as turf-cutting and rotovationif there is evidence that
indidates such conditions are necesSary for ihe Survival of.certain plants
or as starting points in seral changes. Observations on ploughed and dis-;
turbed ground in the Chilterns indicate that such practices are beneficial
and add to the variety of habitats in an area.
The 6th type of vegetation listed is Fen. For our purposes; this  iS
defined as  vegetation growing on peat in which there is an adequate,supply
of bases and inclUaes vegetation such as sedge, mixed fen, and fen Carr*,
We know from the, historical record that regular cutting Of sedge and reed
for thatching and summer grazing by sheep and.cattle. were factors resPon-'
sible for the creation and maintenanCe of mixed.herbacecus fen,.rich
plant species and associated insects. Of the 5 places listed as Fen.
N.N.Rs, sine, Holme Fen, has reached the stage .of.woOdlaila and little
herbaceous fen exists, While North Fen in LanCs., a small four-acre'reserve.
leased from the National Trust is too . wet tor grazing tc be considered a
a management tool. 'There remains 3 Fen N.N.Rs, Woodwalton, Chippenham'
and Wicken which do support herbaceous fen, althoUgh Mizell of these Reserves
have reached the stage of fen carr and an estimate of herbaceous fen on
ihee 3 Reserves would'not exceed 150 acres.-. There  in  addition; about
80. apres Of land at the southern end of Woodwalton Fen Which is not .strictlY
fen, Which siipports c6MmUnities characteristic'of aCid heath and in place's
where.the.Clay reaches the Surface, graSslands dOminated by Calamagrostis  
and Arrhenatherum have developed. Grazing.is being used at Woodwalton
to manage parts of the Fen with goOd results,..and wc are hoping that the
effect of trampling by cattle will be to' create areas of bare peai  on
which Erica tetralix and Callunawill germinate 'freely.
The Bure Marshes are ecolOgically fens and not marshland and arelpeSt,
considered, along with Hickling BrOad, under the heading of  inens. knbirt
from past records that reed and sedge-cutting were important industries
in the wetter areas until. +he end of ihe nineteenth century and that •he
grassland areas nearer the uplands,were important pasttires for grazing.
Less xhan 100 aeres of grazed fen meadow are to be found in the:Bure..-'
Marshes now, and at Hickling Broad, onlY:55 acres are grazed by bUllbdks.
and 60 acres cut for reed and sedge. If these traditional practices
continue, there will-be little need fur change.and the' biologicalinterest
of the areas should continue, but if the market .for,reed and sedge diminishes,
or labour for cutiting' becomes unavailable alternative ways ormanaging
these areas will have; to be found.
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Other t es of ve etation traditionall razed but not re resented on
Nature Reserves.
Other than temporary leys,.which are of no interest.to the conservation-
ist, the most outstanding omission from the list of Reserves is any N.N.R.
where lowland marsh is represented. The best examples of lowland.marshes
are to be seen along the banks of Slowly flowing rivers which flood in thé
winter and deposit fresh silt each year. Most are used for hay-making in
early summer, the aftermath being grazed by cattle. Under .this traditional
system of management, a characteristic flora has developed, which contains
species such as the Lodden Lily •Leticojumaestivum)and Snake's•lead  
meleagris) not found inothei- associations. Tamm (1956) has reported on
the floras of meadows which have been-cut or grazed for. at least 100 years,
and he shows that considerable floristic .differences result •from• thesetreat-
Ments.
Conclusions
1. The purpose of this paper was to define the Conservancy's commitments
on Nature Reserves in England where grazing might be used as a form
of management. Although the use of grazing as a management tool
has'been discussed for many years and experimental work on grazing
started many years ago, the different approaches adopted have noi
been related to any national policy and,it is believed that progress
can only be made by a co-ordinated plan of survey and study by. conser-
vation and research staff.
A start has been made in that direction by the Aston Rowant experiment
which is a joint regional and research .staff project and a second
project for grazing Woodwalton Fen and Castoi. Hanglands is being
considered .by the Conservation ResearchSecticn andEast Anglia
Branch.
Using the area occupied by each vegetation type as a criterion
for suggesting where experimentation into management problems is
most needed, the following priorities are noted:-
(a) Moorlands
(b) Chalk grasslands, heaths and sand-dune systems.
(c) Balt-marshand shingle.
(d) Fens
(e) Limestone grasslands
The problems arc dissimilar on different types of vegetation.
Moorlands are generally overgrazed and control of the grazing
animal is the main problem. Conversely, chalk grasslands are
undergrazed, and finding a method of grating which can be
operated successfully outside an agricultural system is the
main concern.
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On sand-dune systems and heaths, experimentation is needed to
find the level of grazing and time of year of grazing whic-h
is most beneficial to the contervation interest.
The.effects of undergrazing are less noticeable on saltmarshes
-and shingle banks than.on most other nabitats, and the.: tradi-
.tionalpattern of'management should be encouraged, until more
.information ir.obtained-concerning the effects of no grazing.
. Fens are. probably the rarest'vegetation type in England and
. . _ . . _
because of:this,,are Of immense malue to the• scientist. Careful
.:'experimentation s•needed to separate the effects of:traditional.
-practices:such. as mowing from the effects of summer grazing by
cattle.
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D.A. Ratcliffe  
Although gOats and  ca'ttle Were important prior to about 1800 A.D.,
in recent and .present imes, the important grazing animals of the uplands
in Scotland are sheep and Red Deer, and in England, sheep with deer:only
very locally. The Red Grouse, in a sense, is a grazing animal, but is
less important as an agent Of change. Management of hill-land for.these
animals involves repeated burning of the ground, and the effects of.this
activity are often difficult to separate from those of grazing.
In these upland areas, the effects of grazing by sheep and deer are
in general, deleterious from the 'viewpoint of wildlife conservation in
that they cause more or less irreversible changes in original vegetation
and habitat. ' These changes may be grouped as follows:-
1. Eradication of woodland
- 20-
GRAZING IN SCOTLAND AND  UPLAND ENGLAND
In many areas, forests have been destroyed to create pasture-land
and the large herbivores may hasten the end of existing wOodland, or  more
especially sciub, by 'barking the stems'. The . much more cOmmon effect
however, is to Prevent regeneration by grazing down all the seedlings which
appear. Over much of Ouruplands, heavy_grazing is very effective in
preventing tree regeneration. In sheep and deer country the woods to
which these animals have access (and this meins practically all the.upland
Woods) are potentially moribund, and their life-span is that of the
existing trees.
2. The eradicatiOn of other s ecies sensitive to grazin
(a) On acidic, base-poor soils, ericaceous and other-shrubby species
(e.g. Juniper) usually predoMinate, either within woodland, when woodland
disappears, or  above the tree limit and below that of the mid-Alpine zone.
Heavy grazing with burning, causes the replacement of these woody species
by grazing and fire-resistant grasses to form a grassland "biotic climax".
This process may be observed in.many parts Of the British uplands,
but espeeially where grouse moor is abandoned in favour of sheep - .
increasing in stocking density converts the heathery grouse-moor into
grassy sheep-walk. A very large part of the Lake District and Southern
upland.hills have suffered this change. Not only common ericoids such
as heather disappear, but rarer species such as bearberry, crowberry,
cowberry and dwarf Juniper and with them other organisms, both plant and
animal which depend on these dwarf shrubs for food or shelter.
(b) On base-rich soils, Dicotyledon herbs (forbs) usually predominate
in place of ericoids though in some areas, calcicolour dwarf shrubs, small
willows and Dryas may once have been abundant. These species are often
eagerly sought by the large herbivores and are very sensitive to grazing.
Their communities are again usually converted to grassland, though some
. . .
of.the orLgihal species . may long persis.t as graiest-doWn.remnants.; Originally
assb.Ciated brganisMs åre affected and may cisappear. Thisriind bf vege-
tation becomes.-Confined to'ungrazed sitUations, no.tably.aS:fragmerts.on
•inaccessible cliff• ledges,or within fenced'and.ungraied yoods,.or upland
meadbws.'
3. Loss of Productivity
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More marginal to our field of interest are the effects which result
in a loss to the crop - the herbivores themselves. These are believed to
result from a gradual running-down of soil fertility under an extractive
policy of management, especially cn the poorer soils, and perhaps exagger-
ated by the effects of repeated burning. On many steep and rocky hillsides,
heavy grazing (with burning) has clearly been responsible for soil erosion
and scree formation. And within the grassland complex of many sheep-walks,
the highly selective nature of the grazing has favoured a spread of coarse,
unpalatable grasses at the expense of nutritious species.
N.B.
 A good deal of work still needs to be done to establish the detailed
nature and direction of these various downgrade changes.
On the credit side
 of
 the picture, some plants of interest have been
favoured by these changes. Alchemilla alpina has probably spread a good
deal locally in close-cropped grassland, and Parsley Fern has certainly
done so on extending screes. Some species have proved adaptable e.g.
a dwarf ecotype of Myosotis al estris capable of flourishing in short turf,
seems to have been selected by grazing on the.high Pennine limestone.
Part of the interest of the Upper Teesdale area is due to the grazing
regime though this has involved cattle and a relatively low stocking
density of sheep, and is a special case.
On the whole however, existing management of uplands for sheep (and,
to a lesser extent, deer), is detrimental Lo wildlife conservation and
the Conservancy must pay regard to this. On Reserves, unless grazing
rights are inviolable, it is usually desirable to restrict or exclude
grazing by sheep, and to prevent burning e.g. on Rhum and Beinn Eighe.
Where woodland regeneration is desired, this exclusion of large herbivores
is essential, and often has to be accomplished by extensive fencing,
know of no case in which sheep have been used to maintain the interest
Of a Reserve; most experiments in this field have been concerned with
observation of changes in vegetation on fenced areas from which sheep
are excluded. Recovery of vegetation to something approaching the
original state can sometimes be achieved in this way, but often thedeterioration ist o advanced, and must be regarded as virtually
irreversible in terms of the human life-span. In time however, a
good deal may be accomplished in restoration of vegetational composition
on some Reserves.
The more serious problem concerns events on the very much larger area
of upland which is not N.N.R. andoverwhich we have little or no control.
- 22
Here, as long as grouse, or even Red Deer remain the chief interest, other
wildlife (except predators) will probably be less seriously threatened;but with ever-increasing pressure for full economic exploitation,more
and more upland is likely to be turned into sheep-walk (or coniferousforest) with consequent spread or accelctration f degradation from thebroader wildlife aspect. We cannot rest content that Reserves willbe.
protected - they are such a fragment of the whole - and the fate of our
uplands' with their-wildlife, under a grazing regime, will be a major problem
of the future.
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SUMMARY OF, THE DISCUSSION FOLLOWING PAPERS GIVEN.J3Y.WELLS'AND,RATCLIFFE-
,-!;.-. e. 1: r“:
Mr.Dluele4f  enquired about the possibility of using grazing as a means
of conling. the.spread. of Spartina'inthe upper'zones oftsåltmarshes.
Inreply,..Mr.I.Hemsley_.stated:that,experiments done:at. Furzebrooki:by
Ranwell had shown:Li:hat. Spartina,was2readilyraccepted.by 'cattle and sheeP.
However, heavy grazing of Spartina marshes brought about radical changes
in the floristic omposition of the marsh which were not always desired
by the conservationist.
Dr. Ratcliffe had stated in his paper that grazing could produce
irreversible changes in vegetation and this statement was commented upon
by several people. Mr. Charles suggested that excessive grazingproduced
an "ecological run-down", especially of nutrients, which prevented the
re-establishment of the old Community.He suggested that there were two
ways of looking at the problem - (1) From the conservation point of view
in which the animal was considered as a kind of selective lawn-mower to
be used for management, and (2) from the agriculturists point of view, in
which vegetation was a source of food for the animal, and for whommaxi-
mumproductivity was the main consideration. In Scotland, they were
working on the idea that grazing could be used to manipulate plant commu-
nities to support the present stocking densities, without necessarily
leading to a "run down" of the ecosystem.
Mr. Raves thought that Dr. Ratcliffe's tatement only applied to a
few very localised species such as Dryas, which disappeared under heavy
grazing and were unable to re-colonise because of an absence of a source
of seed. Sorbus acuparia was quoted as an example of a species in N.
Wales which was reappearing in areas fenced against sheep, although this
species was absent from near-by sheep walks, and was restricted to moun-
tain ledges inaccessible to sheep. It was thought that birds had carried
the seed into the fenced areas.
The effect of treading by sheep and other herbivoros-was con:idered
important. In N. Wales,erosion occurred on steep slopes used by sheep.
Experiments using Creeping Red Fescue (Festuca rubra) to control erosion
had begun. On chalk slopes, especially where the angle at rest was more
than 20°, movement of chalk rubble down the slope may be considerable.
This often produced habitat conditions favourable for some species, and
it was considered by the meeting that treading was generally beneficial.
Continual treading produces compaction, and it had been observed that old
Neolithic pathways, and other earthworks usually had a more interesting flora
than surrounding untrodden vegetation.
Mr. Skellam suggested that perhaps we were too preoccupied with
going back to past conditions, and that we should be trying other forms
of management, such as rotovation or ploughing. This idea was warmly
supported by many of those present, with certain reservations. Dr.
Perring commented that most areas of chalk grassland had been ploughed
-A-
within the last 150 years, yet the turf which had been established on
these areas was botanically almost as good as areas of very old chalk
grassland. Even areas that had been ploughed less than 10 years ago,
although.they had not'reached the floristic.composition.cf_Older great,
had theri.OWn-iPecIar inie-resis.
. Some Reserves had been acquired.for the conservation f specific
plant communities, and it was essential that the form of land management
which had produced these communities shbilliebelstiantinueft.
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THEORETICAL BAS IS *OF. GRAZING 'POLICY__ 
•  Gay -
':-IIThis/note- do s' not 'attempt o lay doien' a grazing- policy -butto -
eXplore -soine df the 'underlying theorbtical conSiderations and' possible-
aPproaches -to the grasslands which need 'td'be-tak*en . into account in
'arrivihg 'at a grazing policy. • ' Although graSslands' and- grazing' aie
of: major-importahce in 'agriculture,t the ajritultUraiiSt. affers from'  the
approach the Conservanty .is most likely: to adolit'lpetatise* he usually
dears with relatively simple mixtures Of spedieS- -and the Success of
his polity is' judged' notby the grassland -itself, 'but' by the stock  .flr
Which- theJgrassland :supports. In relatively féw gases is the' la ttef
approach paralleled in the COnservancyt  . 1.% -
All grasslands do not call for identical giazing treatm'ent's but
each case must be considered according to the desired objective. There
are several ways of defining the objective_of_agrassland :ant_each.calls
for a different approach in studying the problems although each approach
canite complementary toYthe otherS. ConsideratiOnS 'ofenergy fiowand
productitin' arenot ”explbred here; Four main. lin'es(ifcapprOath' are being
.=explorecilihr'grasslan& work-in progress' in the South East Region'. '
- ( Ar ument fro*" histor * t
;1 : Hisiorical studies. are' necessary' tO•defirie What- stateS of grasiand
it' is 'desirable.'should- be- conerv'ed. Gr'asslands h'ave ' been subjeé tee to
*various management treatflents' according 'to econoritiC cOnsiderationS ;of  ' the
day *s6 that it *should be possible' -to define ' the: desired Purpose of  a-"1
grassland'by reference• tou some' date in hfstOry. 'Many -of the liasit • Ideas
of. edology were: conceived in- ihO early y*ears- oT this -cehtUry When'agri
culture was- relativeli depressed- and'much-Tarm låneWas ' under a dåx
.management'or nbt managed at alrt Mds't 'ecologists' conCeption Ofcia*:r
*good chalk grassland sward propably refers' to .the ' state • during the' earl
years of the agricultural decline, but as the scientific interest is
Probably the result of a much _longer: hiStory  'of :human use .it*may?.be (
desirable to define the desired objective in terms of earlier or later
dates in history....
By using an historical date by which to define the desired objective
it autorfiatitally follows that :the;fitethOd- of achiéving that objective is
/to: effiploy the management system'cuttent av"-theytiMe,;g:prior: id'thd7
introduction of root croOS in-about the -1.7th' Century the regiMe onr"thgc
Downs-was essentiallrbne of summer grazing. '
-
: :nj ».
- i',-Besides providing .an'aid in' defining objectives,- -this•tapproach'•
gives-a -useful guick-to therange of' toleranceiof any grasslana
informatibn . of a. moie..TundamentaUnature-is-:lacking; . and . dartaisb piovide
.pointers to what. fundamental research should bezdarried'oUf.
(2) Problems of the lant communit
: •
--
The objective can also be defined by reference to the desired
composition of the sward. Under different treatments the balance of
species in the sward changes according to the response of each individual
to that treatment. A change in treatment not only affects the sward
through its direct effects upon the individual species but also modifies
the nature .and extent of competition between members of the sward. The
species in a sward usually complement each other to some degree in their
periods of maximum production and it is .through the timing of grazing in
relation to maximum production rate that the selective mechanism of.;
grazing probably acts in producing its effect on sward composition.
Experiments are.desirable on such . matters as the effect of the date of
grazing and its intensity upon sward composition. Work is also necessary
on the rates of deterioration of swards when grazing is withdrawn and whether
such deterioration is reversible.
(3) The individual lant s ecies
- 26 -
This approach is closely allied to, and provides information ecessary
for a proper understanding of studies upon.the_community. If prescriptions
made for grasslands are to . be truly scientific and are to produce predictable
results this can only be achieved by an understanding of the way in which
the biology of each constituent species in the sward relates to the pres-
cription, although the inter-relation of species'in.Mixtures.Will Undoubtedly
'confuse any predictions made on the basis of species alone. More information
.is needed on such matters as seed production rates., germination requirements,
Perennation, groWth times and.rates and plasticity. Such an approach is
most Urgent With the major constituents of the sward and the rarieies.
Before complex experiments are begun it is essential to know the base level
'of populations as sometimes wide fluctuations in numbers of individuals
take place.irrespective of the management treatment. Without a prior
knowledge of the pattern of fluctuationmanagementexperiments could easily
be open to erroneous interpretation.
(4) The lant razin .animal relationihi
The grazing animal can also be used as the end product-in defining
a grazing regime, e.g. maximum production of deer or animal protein.
Because of problems of palatability of species, selection by stock,
the patterns of stock movement and their choice of site, the introduction
of'animals into experiments greatly confuses their interpretation. In
prescribing razing it is necessary to determine not only the grazing
species, breed and age, but also the form the grazing is to take - e.g.
close.folding, creep grazing, continuous grazing, - and whether supple-
mentary feed is to be allowed. ' If clipping or mowing experiments.are
to be substituted it must be.determined whether.cutting is to be at
regular intervals or.according to production rate. Clipping and mowing
- ' '
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--
experiments cannot satisfactorily act as a substitute for grazing experiments
bécattse of.ladk of  treading, selectivIty dnd faecal Material although some
agriCultural.eZperiments show.that some of the deficienCies can at least be
._ _ . _
partlY overcome.
Conclusion  
. .
Beeause choice by the,grazing animal can so complicate srazing.e.peri-
ments it is desirable in ihe first instance to narrow the field of enquiry
by using mowing and clipping trials. .Fundamental ecological information
. . .. • .
on the.constituent.species of a srassland and ,the change..irl,:balance-in
communities in response to.certain simple treatments can provide. material
for more closely prescribing.a •grazing treatMent to achieve any .objective
which can be usefully defined by reference to an historical date.
_ .
. • .
It is desirable to carflyout.observations and design experiments in
a way that,will:provide information that is of practical value in deter-
mining,a.grazing.treatment forany.drea..
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DISCUSSION FOLLOWING.DR. GAY'S PAPER
Dr. Mellanby stressed the need for knowing what sort of experiments
were being done elsewhere before beginning grazing experiments in the
Conservancy: In this way, duplication of work would be avoided, but it
was pointed out by several people that the aims of much of the'work beingdOne.outside the Conservancy were malnly agricultural, and little attention
was given to "natural grasslands".
Many different approaches to grazing and plant communities-were known,
and it was suggested that co-ordinated research was needed to find a tech-
nique which could be applied to conservation problems.
Mr. Mountford thought that the ultimate aims of management were still
obscure and made a plea for a clear definition of objectives'in all Manage-
ment Plans. Dr. Gay had suggested that a point in time should be selected
as an example of the type of vegetation which was wanted on a.particular
Reserve. It was agreed that this was .generally'desirable ut in many
cases impossible as detailed lists of species from different vegetation
types had only been made in the last 50 years. Nevertheless, it was
felt that provided the potential was present in the grassland, a carefullydefined type of grassland could be recreatedby applying the right sort
of management.
The need for observations on the biology of individual species was
reiterated by many speakers, and it was suggested that this type of study
could be encouraged by the Conservancy giving grants to students for this
specific purpose. Autecological studies on key species in grassland
ecosystems were considered essential as a means of understanding plant,/
animal relationships.
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DOCUMENTATION,.COMMUNICATION AND SEMANTICS
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO FIELD EXPERIMENTS
J.G. SkIlam
I will begin by explaining that every few years I write-a.formal
minute complaining about the Control of Long-term Experiments. I did
so in August 1958, again in March 1960, still again in August 1962, and
here .I. am once, more taking up the samepoints in April J965.
The last note.I wrote was prompted by, an unbelievable muddle which
arose in 1962 in connection with the Gisburn Experiment. In this .investi-
gation, by arrangement with a local smallholder, certain plots at that time
were bein4-grazed.On a rot-atiOnalSisis"by . two sheep..L.-. A legal dispute .
over the ownership .of the sheep led -the Tolide- to iemove-them in July,
and though an offer was-Made about a week later by.the smallholder. to.
replace the sheep, the administration, for reasons of propriety, declined
the offer. As a result, the continuity of-the grazing treatment was
seriously threatened. There was clearly a conflict between the require-
ments of scientific discipline and the niceties- of official. behaviour.
The record in London is silent on whether the grazing treatment was ever
restored. It  waS  certainly not done before 24th August.
For all I know, the incidcnt.may not..have.been very serious in-its
effects on the experiment, but  it  does .raise matters of principle which
cannot be ignored.
My note dealt with i:ride'Or general issues and was ddreF:sed to Mri
Nicholson, Dr Worthington, Mr. Cooper, Mr. Boete and accopysent-to Dr.
Ovington. It said:-
"For some years.I have felt unhappy aboot-our. major experiments:::
because:O-f.the absence of:
(i) &clear policy outlook
(ii) guiding p'rinciples defining responsibility
(iii) machinery for supervision and ,control.
. .
Some of these problems were raised in my minute of 28.8.58 but no
action has.been taken. .The broad issues were raised again in.my minute
of 13.3.60, but again no action has been taken.
The need for proper control is made apparent by recent developments
affectin2 the grazin2 by sheep of.certain plots in the experiment:in Gisburn
ForestL File N: 122/."
It is evident that appropriate drills and machinery are required simply
to look after the pieces of paper which relate to field experiments.
-
This need is clearly apparent if we refer once again to File No. 127
on Gisburn. In March 1960, I found it necessary to add the following short
note:
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"I saw Dr. Ovington today. He has the experiment well documented.
Carbon copies etc. of aims, history, data sheets are in his possession
in foolscap envelopes kept in a box-file. The original papers are
presumably at Merlewood."
I need say no more about the physical handling of sheets of paper,
and pass on to the general problem of communication.
The basis of communication is language, either spoken or written
or physically recorded. The amount of information which is conveyed
from one mind to another depends primarily on two things: the length
of the message and the meaning which the symbols have in common to the
sender and receiver. I repeat the meanin that the s .bols have in
common to the sender and receiver". When a symbol has different shades
of meaning for different people, a state of confusion arises which becomes
more marked as the number of people involved increases. Personally, I
don't mind much what words are used provided that I am clearly given the
precise sense in which each word is employed.
Let us take the word "grazing" for example. In the narrow sense,
the word means the biting off of herbage, but in the broad sense, implied
in the title of this symposium,the wcrd "grazing" is almost synonymous
with "stocking" because we are normally concerned with the combined effects
of the grazing animals on the.vegetation-- the effects of their urine and
faeces, the trampling that occurs, and so on. Personally, I would prefer
the word "stocking" in  connection  with the kind of experiments we envisage
but I have no real objection to "grazing" provided that the word is defined
by its users in such a way that it reallY correspondstbthe treatment which
is applied.
Another word appearing in the title is "conservation". I will waste
little time on it, but merely express my contempt for those who, when asked
to define it, produce some such statement as - "Conservation is not .the same
thing as preservation. What we stand for is 'conservation by wise land
use'." This may be a good slogan but it is certainly not science.
Ordinary language, developed to meet the needs and convenience of
everyday life, has numerous defects. It is saturated with linguistic
conventions that reflect primitive scientific hyi....theses about the world
in  which we live, assumptions which are no longer tenable. It is not
good science for example to say that the sun rose, or that the sun does
not shine at night.
Ordinary language has four main uses of which only one, the informative
use, concerns us as scientists. It has Pourrroodes of which we employ only
two, the designative mode in natural science and the formative mode in
logical and mathematical studies.
The language of ecology has inherited many of the inadequacies and
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weakneSs.of.ordinary language because its.subject matter has so much in
Common with everyday experience and attitudes. The Conservancy has,
inherited even more of them because its activities are not wholly scien-
tific. Indeed, of the sixteen categories into which Charles Morris
classified iscourse, only two are relevant to us'as scientists whilst
at least six  are.employed by us •.as conservationists. -
:The. age in which we live is one of hypocrisy and propoganda-. It
is not therefore surprising that scientists working in the field of wild-
lifeconserxtionhave to be on.thcir guard and find it difficult to
bring,te quality of their written work up to the level which is ideally
required.iii.scientific studies. In this ,respect, the mathematician and
tiietheoretical physicist are much more fortunate.
Ordinary language does not distinguish between the symbol.an.d
meariing..This is evident for example,f.f.we' compare the two statements:-
1. There.is no apostrophe in Monks Wood.
2.. There is.no dinosaur in Monks Wood.
We are only too often inclined to forget this and feel that we have
written uT  our work when we have inscribed numerous hieroglyphics on
paper. But our task is not finished if there still remains the reasonable
possibility that the sense of-our words might,be.misunderstood.
Th'e terms used by ecologists eem to have such very different meånings
for different people. Take for example, the word "experiment" which also
occurs in,the title of our symposium. Some.years ago,- the President of
the British'Ecological Society gave an interesting presidential address'
entitled "Ecology as an Experimental Science". It is noteworthy that he
used the word "Experiment" in the most.general sense.conceivable to mean
little- more.thEin an extension of. experience resulting from the intervention
of man, Whether intentionally . or accidentally, on.the course of Nature. ,
The.statistician however, unless contaminated by his ecological colleagues,
alwayS uses the word in the.classical sense to mean the Troof of testing
of hYpotheSes. The range of meanings is so great in.-our field of work
that there is something to be said for attempting a classification. We
might for example, recognise three categories A, B,C,-or if you like, ortho,
quasi_and.pseudo experiments.. Category C includes those investigations in
which we aosomething and see, and then hope for the best. Many people
who are prone .to do this however, are often intellecturally dishonest -
though they may not know it. When.the experiment:comes to.be written up,
we may find that the .logical order of operations is reversed. The.
. .
hypotheses creaFed afterwards are.presented as if.they were in the ekperi-
'menter's mind from the.beginning. Statistical tests are then cai.ried cut
to show how Fight he was. It.would.be surprising if:the tests showed him
wrong:
Categories A and B are genuine experiments in the sense that everything
is well defined and selected hypotheses formulated beforehand are subjectedto test. The difference between categories 14
 and B is more technical.The design of A is such that it provides its own estimate of error, whereasin B, the estimate of error is made on the basis
 of
 other knowledge - orauxiliary experiments.
A good example of an experiment of type B is the celebrated Michelson-Morley Experiment of 1881. This experiment yielded a null result and byso doing, precipitated the collapse of the theory of the ether, and therebycleared the way For the theory of special relativity which
 emerged twenty-four years later. Though the technical details may be familiar in varying
-degrees to many people present, the field of application doesriotconcern
us. The point about it which meritsOUT attention is its logical •s,tryeture.
resu t expec- - bserveA body of A particular ted if no
- result ^theoretical set of physical ether drift.knowledge circumstances. .
results expected 'Jon's?...
according to the
hypothesis held
on nature of ether
drift and extent
of ether drift.
Assumition of
an ether.
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All experiments which are worthy of the name have in essence this kindof logical structure. The written account therefore should do justice toall components.
But how often in ecological work is this the case? Very rarelyfear.
Let us start with the aims or objects of the experiment.' We don'tpick them out of a hat: -They arise out of a wide range of baCkgroundcircumstances. At first, the aims are rather general.and usually arctoo-broad or comprehensive to be practicable within the confines of asingle experiment. We are obliged to be selecti-e and to narrow theobjects down to the achievement of a few highly specific details.
The written account should therefore deal at some length with thebackground and why the -investigator has selected certain sPecific pointsfor special study rather than others.
Having dealt with the general objectives, he should then set outthe specific objectives with the greatest care and ensure that all histerms are fully defined. This is of course, mbre easily said than done,but unless the theoretical argument is recorded, the working hypotheseswell defined, the treatments fully prescribed and themeasuiemerICof the
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results taken care of in all relevant derail, all subsequent effort spent
carrying.out he work is wasted. After all, what is the cost-of.a few
weeks of diligent thoughtfulness, compared with all the labour involved
in an experiment which may extend over several years.
To Me-it' is somewhat alarming that in a research council in this
scientific day and age, it should be taken for granted that a graduate
biologist who has subsequently worked on .say, :the insect fauna of puff-
balls, is thereby qualified to engage in costly experimental work. This
is a type of investigation For which few ecologists get any real training
That of course, is not their fault. Experimentation is a highly skilled
activity and normally requires long experience as well as insight. The
responsibility rests with the organisation to make up for.possible inad-
equacies in the training of its staff in this particular scientific discipline.
If I did„not. know so many of the scientific staff personally.and had 'to base
my judgement of the quality of their scientific thinking only on the evidence
to be found in the files dealing with experiments, I must in all frankness,
say that I'shotild certeinly be gravely concerned for the future.
It would be invidious of me to quote specific examples from the files
as I had originally intended to. But believe me when I say that we have
documents which are undated, booklets which are anonymous, figures than mean
nothing. We have graphs for which the scales are not properly shown and
quantities which are given without units. Certain techniques are indicated
by title only and are presumably passed on to successive workers like many
a mediaeval craft. Objects are stated which are not objects and treatments
which are not treatments. Statements on the files contradict statements
on committee papers and even these may be at variance with the statements
in the appendices. But all these issues are dwarfed by one consideration
- what precisely are the experiments about anyway?
As I have said already, it is of course very easy to criticise. But
because of that ver fact, the field biologist must guard against criticism.
The best way of doing this is to be highly critical of one's own work.
Six:unary  
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THEORIES AND MODELS FOR
 GRAZING
P.H. Cryer  
Persistent use of scientific method, both in research and in manage-ment problems, is essential if any substantial value is to be obtained fromstatistical methods in designing and analysing experiments and surveys.It is suggested that application of scientific method in such problemsrequires the adoption of an attitude of mind - the Inductive Outlook.Elements of this habit of thought are considered under three headings:
(i) Introspection, (ii) Observation and (iii) Experiment and the systematicdevelopment of scientific theories is discussed with special emphasis onthe.cyclical nature of inductive thought processes.
The characteristics of a scientific theory, including its abilityto explain, predict and relate different fields of study are illustratedby the work of Olsen and of Plggott and Taylor on the ecology of the
nettle. Some practical suggestions for fostering regular applicationof scientific method and for facilitating theoretical speculation include(a) the use of models and (b) writing down aims and objects before  carrying out the experiments or collecting data from surveys.
• ••  V •
Introduction  
There are two impOrtaht aspects.of the design .and execution of• .L
experiments.- One of'these concérns the .layout and arrangements.for
coMparing different experimeniai ircamilents. Another,. and I believe.-
of fundamental importance, is the adoption of Scientific Method to
deal with the problems in which the research originated. Unless experi-
ments are founded in an ade uate and effeCtive usZ-of Scientific Method
the refined and subtle methods of desi.n and-anal siS .which are available
to the statistician Can contribute little to advances-in  knowled e and
power. In this paper I want to describe some features of Scientific
Method-and to suggest ways of fostering'its "use rather than--toHdiscuss -
technical'aspects of any particular statistic-al meth6d.- 'Som67of-ray"
. .
contrIbution may seen simple and obvious but I be-liefe an -understand.ing
of SciehtIfiC'Method to be so essentiel tn fruitful research and effective
management-thZt-it s wbrth 'iving time to its conSi-deratibn.
:7.
-It-is a-commonplace to say that a weli developed theory is a key
-eieinent in'determining Policy and*-fOr the e4propriat-6 Managgment
Research activities (Fig. 1). Fur'thermore,'thee"three-functions interact
and ervOlve In'the light bf' a groWing- theoretical framewbrk: '-the whble
complex of administrative decisions and actions required of the Management
function in the Nature Conservancy. - especially in respect of  Nature
Reserve Management 7. muSt be hased -on scientific theory.... ,Witout-ithis-'
theoretical basis At will .inevitably deteriorate into a series-of;arbir';••
trary, ad:nbc-deCiLonS not necessarilY related,tp.reality.. . It is .
therefbre juSt aS "impdrtant o apply Scientific Method io' management
problems as to research, and to ensure that management experience is• •
incorporated into the theory, either directfY.or.via'new research. I
believe therC are two important ways'of securing.such a development:-
nd
. . .
. .
. ._
First: By the conscious adoption of.a frame of mi-end
. .
Methdd which I call the "Inductive.Cutlook!'. ,.
.
. . _
Second: By the 'preparation f a written:record'of all--;
siagesin a *research prOject. " Iri 'Particular,;
by-Writingdown the aimS-and obje&ts of Zacii.
experiment and formulaticg all hypotheses ex2 *'-
plicitly before any. experimental work .is attempted...
•. . :7
-My ideas are-illustrated 'by exaMp.ls taken froin the literature:Lb:.
Olsen (1921);—6.6.  Piggott and K. Taylnr (196417: These Wer6'd.nosen
mainly to iliutitr:ate particularpoints orinethodolbgY, ratiler' than  
becaUse of  Shy  s'pe'cial relevance to this symposium, ' If rhave ricA
alway-given ihese the correct biologic-alinierpretatidori I holic`niiler7.
-theless tneYwiii be 'usefui llustrations.
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2. Scientific Method and Develo ment of Theories
2.  (0
 The Inductive Outlook
I regard the use of Scientific Method as being dependent; essentially,
on an attitude of mind which involves a tendency to organise knowledge in
a logical system combined with the habit oF testing ideas and tempering
thecry.by experience. This attitude of aind (which I call the Inductive
Outlook) comprises three elements:-
(1),Introspection - Theorising
(*.Observation -- Recognition of-significant phenomena;
(3) -Experiment - Testing ideas by experiment:
- _
Introspection: This is the organisation of experience and observation into
a theoretical framework. In its.most highly developed forms such a
framework comprises a hierarchy of statements involving abstract concepts
in the highest levels of the system. Statements in different levels in
the system may be deduced from the statements in higher levels of the
system; at some stage there are rules of cornesPondence connecting abstract
non-instantial concepts with observable ntities. Newtonian mechanics
is one example of such a systdm and Mendelian genetics is. another. However,
much simpler theoretical systems are possible and can be just as useful
in stimulating and making possible the second element of the Inductive
Outlook.'
Observation: This has been described by professor G.A. Barnard in a slightly
different context (F.J. Anscombe 1963) as ".. recognising .significant
phenomena ...". It depends very much on the ideas and concepts present
in the mind of the observer, as is shown by the following examples:
(i) Fleming's work on the antibiotic substances produced by the Penicillium
mould waS started by his observation of the inhibition of bacterial growth
on an agar plate, following its accidental contamination by the mould.
(A. Fleming, 1929). This had been seen by other observers previously
(Tyndall, Pasteur and Joubert for example) but it was left to Fleming
to interpret the phenomena and to realise their theoretical significance.
It seems that the failure of all efforts to consolidate these earlier
observations must have been due to a lack of micrubiological and-cheMical
knowledge with the accompanying imperfections in experimental techniques.
(D.Fapp - 1954):'
(ii) In the course of researches on the distribution.of the nettle, C. Olsen
(1921) studied the influence of mineral salts in.the soil on this distribution.
Soil sampleg from sites where nettles grew and from adjacent positions with
no nettles were asgayed for nitrate, water and pH. Other, mineral elements
were also determined for a limited selection of these samples and among these
'subsidiary bbservations.Olsen ncted some which pointed to the importance of
phosphate for the growth of the nettle. However, although he remarked that
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"-... where .the quantity of phosphoric acid is smaller than 2.6 mg.
no nettle is found ...."
.he failed to .recognise the primary importance of this factor in limiting
the distributi.on of. the nettle. This was due, at least in part, to pre-
occupation with the.importance of nitrate as a factor. These examples:
show howthe framework of ideas and concepts present to the observer, influence
his ability to recognise the significance of phenomena.
The thirdlement of the InddCfil7e-Outlook-is ExPe-ri;ent - testing ideas
and.hypotheses derived from the interaction of Introspection and Observation.
The essence..of. such experiments is 'that they should-be critical in the sense
that they,can lead to . rejection of some hypothesis.• In'order to obtain .
critical,experiments, the logical consequences of the alternative possi-
bilities.implied in the hypothesis - together with the accepted theory -
must be carefully. deduced. The hypothesis must be such that only a limited
number of quite definite, possible results could arise from the experiment,
given the truth of the hypothesis.. If none of these possible results
actually occur when •he experiment is carried out, the hypothesis must be
rejected.:
With 'a -gilahtitative theory, such as Mendel's theory of genetics, numerical
Predi9tTohet.may.bemade.for the results of an experiment (e.g. in a back-
cross of varieties with two dominant characteristics a definite ratio-of types
should be obtained.) This leads to a relatively more severe test of the
theory than when qualitative outcomes are involved.
A simple example  of  a critical experiment is seen in Piggott and
Taylor's work on the distribution of the nettle (loc.cit.). Olsen
postulated that nettles require an adequate supply of-nitrate for growth
and suggested that they are limited in their distribution by this factor.
He shoWed that nettles grown in sand with a solution of mineral-salts'
shoWed a:clear reSponse to increments of nitrate. However, these
-experiments do not show that nitrate is a limiting factor. Piggott
and Taylor suggested growth experiments in soil which does not normally
support the-nettle.- ' They obtained' soil which did-not SuPp.dizt:nettles,
from sites in'a niamber of woodlands although the plants were growing on
adjacent sites. Seedlings of nettles failed to grow in these soils
in laboratory conditions even with the addition of nitr'at to the soil.
The hypethesis.that..the nettle is limited in distribution-bY availability
of nitrate iS thuS•rejected. 'This-experiment is critical:in. the sense
'intended.above, since.on Olson's hypothesis, addition of nitrate-to '
these."defieient" soils-should lead to growth of the nettle.-
2. (ii) Develo ment of Scientific Theories
The Inductive Outlook is an attitude of mind rather than a systematic
procedure, involving as it does a tendency to speculate and organise obser-
Vations into a theoretical system - even though this may be of a simple
rudimentary kind. There are two reasons for analysing and studying theprocess of induction. One of these is to justify the use of the process
and to relate it to other modes of reasoning. The other is to improve
one's practise of scientific method by obtaining some insight into the
reasoning and processes involved. The following account is intended to
serve the second purpose - it is admittedly highly simplified and abbre-
viated.
Two approaches may be seen in the methods usci in scientific research,
although it may be argued that the first of these is merely a varient ofthe second. On_tbe one hand there is a process of generalisation from
experience - a "one way only" process.
Collection of data
 -A
 Search for Patterns - Generalisation.
This procedure suffers from a number of limitations and although in some
situations its use cannot be avoided it is important o appreciate theselimitations.' The most 'serious of these is, I believe, that the method
cannot lead to abstract, theoretical concepts. Thus Olsen's work cn the
nettle involved a survey of this sort, covering a variety of sites some
of which supported nettles and some did not. Measurements of 'nitrate,
water-content and
 pH
 were obtained and light intensities were recorded ateach site. It is true that Olsen had some theoretical ideas relating
nitrate concentration to the structure, moisture content and
 pH
 of the
soil but his main reason for choosing to investigate nitrate was the,
existence of statements in previous literature that Urtica dioica is a
nitrate-plant. This survey was supplemented by studies of other elementsand salts in a limited number of sites only.
 His
 conclusioni were thuslimited
(i) by the data recorded at each site and(ii) to the particular sites which were included in the survey.
This limitation of the scope of generalisations from the data.and sampleis typical of the "one way only" process. In order to introduce theoreticalconcepts,into a system and to provide a basis for.more general applicationsit is necessary to use a'cyclical process - "Cycles of Induction". Thisis a more accurate reflection of the way in which we.learn from experience
and incorporates theoretical ideas from the outset.
Theory -
! Basic Knowledge
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• Deduction of
Hypotheses
1 Experiment I
-I
 Test r-71'
This.diagram should be understood to represent a single step in the processof developing a theory. Theory from previous work, together with new
concepts are used in deducing one or more hypotheses. These are constructed
'7 r
sO
 that they may be subjected to a critical experimentarteSt. If oneOr Ore Of these hypotheses in rejectdd some modification must be introduced intà the theory; if all are accepted the theory (as modified forthis experiment) is provisionally accepted and must be tested in other
ways. Thus after each experiment a return is made to the theoreticalframework and at any stage in the process this may be falsified by
rejection of one hypothesis. It is not difficult to see how such Aprocess' involving cycles of induction is related to the hierarchical
_Structure of theories Mentidned'in p. 2 (i). The process can be traceddn the work of Piggott and T4lor.
Threephases can be• distinguished in this work, each involving-anumber of individual tests of the hypotheses (see Fig 2) some of which
'are outlined below. For a more detailed account, reference should be.Made to Piggott and 'Taylor's-Original p per.
(i) The first.of these was based on ideas and conclusions derived
'from Olsen's work-and involved studies of the part played by nitratesin the'growth of nettles, with some observations on the importance ofphoSphate.:. Measurements were mode of the storageof nitrogen and phos-Phorus •in the aerial shoots of nettles and associated speciesthroughouta growth season. These showed that much larger quanthies of these
elements were utilised b3i nettleS than by Mercurialis erennis or byDeschampsia caes itosa. Then the total organic.nitrogen, and productionof ammonia •and nitrate was studied in samples of soil taken from adjacentsites dominated respectively by nettles, D. caespitosa nd M. perenhis.There was-little difference between these soils in these respects andsuch differences•as were nuted were thought unlikely to prevent establish-Ment- of tne' nettle. The third series of experiments in this phase weredesigned to' test the hypothesis that distribution of the nettle depended'on available nitrogen. ThiS was. Carried out, as mentioned above, by
attemPting to grow nettles in a variety of soil samplestaken from sitesin Derbyshire and in Cambridgeshire,-which-did not normalry-sL;pport thenettle. .Addition of nitrate .to these soilk did not .lead 'to growth ofthenettle and in some cases resulted in:a reduction in growth. InContrast, addition of phosphate, with or without addition of nitrogen,resulted in vigorous growth on all soils. The main result of_this.firstphase was rejection of Olsen's original idea and indicated the...importanceof phosphate to thegrowth of the. nettle.
(ii) In the second part of this work the idea thatgrowth depends
on the availability of nitrogen and phosphorus.as mineral .salts wastested. A variety of woodland species including nettles, M. perennis,Brach odium.silvaticum and D. caespitosa, were grown in glasshouseconditions in soil collected from under M. perennis. These culture
'experiments showed that other species in addition to U-dioica were
sensitive to deficiency of phosphate, all of which showed hardly any
response to addition cf nitrogen alone. Insome cases there was an
apparent positive interaction between nitrogen and phosphorus (most
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marked with Callum aparine). Field experiments formed part of thissecond phase of the investigation and these were set up to examine theresponse of nettles to additional phosphate on soils which normallysupported M. perennis. These were sited in woodlands in Cambridgeshireand in Derbyshire and some variation was provided in the amount of shade(i.e. light intensity) at each location. These experiments conSipmedprevious observations of the importance of phosphate for growth of thenettle and in addition showed the importance of
 light intensity as afactor of growth.
It was concluded, after these two stages of the investigation that
"except in deep shade the failure of Urtica dioica and at least some ofits common associates to become established in site's dcmdnated by Mercurialis  perennis or Deschampsia caespitosa must be attr:ibutedto the low supplyof available phosphate in the surface soil ...". In a third stage
 of
 theresearch this theory was further tested by a hypothesis deduced from thetheory. It was known that in spite cf the deficiency of phosphate inprotorendzina or mull soils under Mercurialis, the total phosphorus contentof the soil was generally about 30 - 80 mg. per 100g. dry soil. Much ofthis phosphorus was considered to be• bound in organic matter so that ifthe soil was ignited or scorched, phosphate would be formed. Such soilshould then support the growth of nettles and it was found that the ignitedsoil itself, or when added to deficient soil, did have this property.This final experiment thus prcvides additional support For the theorysince the hypothesis deduced from the theory was not rejected. If, onthe other hand, the ignited soil had not allowed growth of the nettles,the phosphate theory would have required some modification.
Each phase in this work was based on the theoretical idea :that grOwthof the nettle and associated plants is dependent on availability of minimalsupplies of certain minerals
 in
 the soils in which the seeds were planted.The observation that growth cf the nettle is also influenced by intensityof light (first recorded by Olsen and noted also by Piggott and Taylor insome of their later field experiments) shows that this "minimal-mineralavailability" theory does not account for all the facts.
2. (iii) Characteristics of a Good theor
What features should be present in a theory ‘..:ich has developedfrom a succession of cycles
 of
 induction? Such
 a
 theory should
Explain . all the observations;
Predict relationships;
Relate the particular study to other fields
 of
 interest.
Thus in Piggott and Taylor's work on the nettle the theory finally adoptedbesides providing an explanation for the failure of nettles to grow atcertain-sites is also able to explain the.characteristic .distribution ftheplant. Piggott and Taylor point out-that the conditions at typidal
3. Models and H otheses
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sites which support nettles - burnt ground; ground contaminated with
animal faeces; sites Of woodland fires; sites with decaying brushwood
and shallow Feeding roots of trees - are all sources of phosphorous.
Then again Piggott and Taylor's theory would predict that if scil
containing phosphorus bound in organic compounds is ignited so that
phosphate is formed in the soil, the ignitedsoil should allow the
growth of nettles. As described above this prediction was borne outby an experiment with ignited soil from under M. perennis.
A satisfactory theory should relate studies in one field of work to
another. In this respect the work described in Piggott and Taylor's
paper is not satisfactory, and questions arise about the mode of action .
of phosPhate. The answers to these questions might show how their workCould be related to the biochemistry and physiology of plant growth. One
Might sPeculate, fOr
 instance, that plants vary in the amount of nutrient
Material stored in their seeds, and thus have different requirements, bothfor inorganic ions From the soil and fur intensity of radiation. It
seems possible that any given plant has to achieve a certainminimuminitial rate of growth in order to become established - to overcome, asit were, an energy barrier in order to grow on. These and similar
speculations uggest further lines for research to widen the theoreticalbasis.of the explanation for the distribution of nettles to a theoryincluding other species in its scope. This might be expected to show
Why differing supplies of
 inorganic ions are required for different species
and to explain the importance of radiation intensity in quantitative terms.
The great importance of theoretical, abstract concepts in a theory
can now be seen: not only do these provide a starting point for a parti-
cular cycle of induction within a given field of study but they also providethe link between different studies. When one sequence of experimentS(cycles of induction) leadS to a development in the underlying theory,
this development must be applied and tested in other related fields, with
new sequences of deduction and experiment. In this way a theoreticalidea is continually subject to Modification or rejection in the light ofå succession of critical experiments. A theory which survives many suchCycles of experiMents, perhaps with modifications, acquires great predic-
tive power and enhanced plausibility.
Two practical suggestions can be made to encourage the adoption of
the'Inductive Outlook and to promote fruitful experimentation the linesdiscussed above. The first of these is about the use of "models" in orderio make theoretical arguments easier to carry out. The second concerns
the importance of writing down aims and formulating hypotheses before carry-ing out experiments.
In the terminology of biometrics a "model" is any set of concepts,
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having the same logical structure as the associated theory which iseasier to use in making deductions. Models may often be representedin pictures and diagrams and frequently provide the most convenient wayof thinking about the structure of a theory. As an illustration of agood model one may consider the representation for organic chemistry ofcarbon atoms as having valencies orientated in 3-dimensional space likethe lines joining the centre of gravity of a regular tetrahedron to itsvertices. Again, genes may be represented according to Mendelian theory,as particles located in definite positions on a linear chromosome. Thepurpose of these models is to concentrate attention on those features ofa situation which are the essence of its logical structure, avoiding andignoring all irrelevant factors.
It is often possible to give a model a quantitative interpretation:in this case deductions about the system may be given mathematical form.Not only does this lead to more precision in reasoning but quantitativepredictions are made possible. This is not an essential characteristicand models of a quite simple kind may be useful and stimulate ideas aboutthe theory. It is always necessary to remember, however, that a modelis not identical with its theory - thinking about a theory in terms ofa model is always "as if" thinking. One model may not, therefore, be
,sufficient for all aspects cf a field of study. For example, while therectilinear ay model for light is useful for problems of reflection andrefraction, a wave model becomes necessary for problems arising in connectionwith diffraction.
A simple model of the general grazing situation is shown in Fig.3.Thisis based on suggestions of J. Olson and represents the theory thatgrazing and the growth of herbage depends on a circulation of energy andmatter within the terrestrial environment. Boxes in the diagram representPositions in the system where matter may accumulate and be built-up intoliving tissue or be degraded to more elementary particles of matter.Transfer occurs between parts of the system according to the arrows betweenpairs Of boxes. Attempts have been made to formulate mathematical modelsof processes similar to these: with many "boxes" where accumUlation ispossible such models may be difficult to manipulate (seeJ. Olson 1964).One of the most useful functions of a quantitative model is the guidanceit gives in deciding how to represent a complex system by the values ofa few variables. Quantitative models also help i. the design and analysisof experimental results. In all the above discussion of models, whetherquantitative or mot, it is implied that some theoretical structure isembodied in the model. When as may be found sometimes, a particularmodel is chosen arbitrarily, this is only of use for interpolation and isnot suitable for prediction.
There are two main reasons for recommending experimenters to writedown the objects of an experiment and to specify explicitly any hypothesesJbefore doing experimental work. First, this is a valuable spur to thoughtand calculations based on the theory. 'It helps in devising critical experi-
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ments and in deciding on the observations which
 should be collected.Second, by this means one can avoid the trap of "data-snooping", i.e.
using the same data to suggest a hypothesis and then to test it. Besidesthese considerations, it is necessary to define objects and expresshypotheses explicitly•when-deciding-how to arrange experimental treat-
ments within given plots and in connection with any sampling which mightbe required.
4. Conclusions  
Although the Inductive• Outlook llas.been.considered mainly in terms
of experimental.work it is clearly just as desirable in_gonnection with
management prObleMi.l . -An adequate framework of
 theory. is essential forthis function aria-the- Use
 of
 models and pictures just as helpful with itsparticular problems.
The ideas presented in paras. 2 and 3 may be summarised under fourheatdings:
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THE POWER OF TESTS, AND INFERENCE FROM
SMALL SCALE EXPERIMENTS
9;",..H03.9ate-
.•
By small scale experiment, in this context, I do not mean those which
take only a small amount of effort, but those in which the amount of
replication of the treatments is small. In fact, one of the points I
bring out is that much work can be expended on work  which  is incapable,
because of the small scale on which replication takes place, without
leading to any useful results. In cases like these, waste of effort
could be avoided by the use of the theory of the power of statistical
tests.
The use of the term "statistics" to describe the application of
mathematics to biological experimentation is unfortunate, and I much
prefer the term "applied probability". It is commonplace to complain.
of  the high variability of the material with which ecologists have to
work, and it is generally accepted that this makes it necessary to call
on the related brancher.: of applied probability theory known as ...experi-
mental design" and "statistical inference" in the planning and .interpretation
of experiments.
While.these
 should be.familiar to any ecologist contemplating an
experiment, the •heory of power may be less well known. I describe the
elements of it here, concentrating on experiments laid out in simple'
randomised blocks, and illustrate.its importance.by reference to the
results of an experiment recently carried out in the Nature Conservancy.
Before discussing the theory, I present part of the results of the
experiment, which  was to investigate the effects of different treatments
intended to control the growth of bracken on  Cannock Chase. It comprised
three blocks, in each of which were three plots to  which  the three treat-
ments were assigned at random. Table 1 gives the number of bracken fronds
counted in each plot. I should point out that the data refers to an
early stage in the experiment when a treatment cannot have been expected
to have produced a result.
4
Table 1.
Treatment
Block
1523 1517 1502
3821 3625 4103
972 1298 1188
Treatment means 21053 21464 22644
The model assumed in an experiment
of fronds is the sum of four terms: (i)
block or treatment,*(ii)• a block effect
(iv) 'a residual random component which
Block means
1514
3849i
11521
General mean
2172  0
of this type is that the number
a general effect indopendent of
, (iii) a treatment effect, and
is normally distributed about its
.4, 4
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zero mean, and for which the realised value is independent in each plot,
and which is taken to account for all variable factors which could con-
ceivably affect the growth of bracken, which are not accounted for by
block and treatment effects.
From the above results it is possible to estimate the effects involved.
Clearly the estimate of the overall effect is the general mean 2172 1/9.
The estimate of the effect of being in Block A, say is the difference
between the mean for that block, 1514 and the general mean of 2172 1/9,
i.e. it is -658 219. Similarly the effects of each block and treatment
can be estimated, and the results are given in Table 2.
Table 2 
Block- effects TreatMent effects
A *-658 1/9 X -66 7/9
+ 1677 5/9. Y -25 4/9
- 1094 4/9 i +92 2/9
From these results it is possible to reconstruct estimates of what the
reading would be in each plot, if it were not subject to the random "error"
component. For instance for the plot in block A, receiving treatment X,
the estimate is the sum of the general mean, the effect of block A, and
the effect of treatment X. The values obtained are given in Table 3.
Table-3
Treatment Block X
A 1447 2/9 1488 5/9 1606 2/9
3782 8/9 3824 2/9 3941 8/9
1085 8/9 1127 2/9 1244 8/9
If the values of Table 3 are subtracted from the observations in
Table 1, we are left with the residuals, the parts of the observations
which cannot be explained by the factors that have been taken intc account.
These are given in Table 4.
Table 4
Treatment Block X Y Z
A 475 7/9 +28 4/9 -104 2/9
B +38 1/9 -199 2/9 +161 219
C -113 8/9 +170 7/9 -56 8/9
I have analysed this data at length to try to convey the point that
"high variability in the material" is not just a vague term or excuse, but
something which can be studied numerically. In the present case we
see that after allowing for •treatment and block effects, even after
being as favourable to the data as possible by estimating these effects
from the observations themselves, the number of fronds may be say 100
out in'either direction, from what would be expected in view of the block
and treatment effects. This estimation means that when the standard
deviation of the random component is estimated, the sum of squares of
quantities in Table 4 has to be divided by 4 rather than 9 before taking
the square root, since5 degrees of freedom have been lost. The answer
is just over 180.
The Neyman-Pearson theory of statistical tests provides a way in
which the responses to treatments applied during an experiment can be
compared with the internal variability of the material so as to give
the experimenter an idea as to whether these differences might have
arisen as a result of chance fluctuations, or whether they are sufficiently
large that he can assert that since there was say only 5%probability
of getting such a decisive result in the absence of real differences,
he accepts, "at the 5% level", that there are real differences.
The theory of power functions, introduced by Neyman and Pearson
in a series of papers during the thirties,-(1) - (3), and described well
by Kendall and Stuart (4), is concerned with the following problem.
Suppose an experimenter is working at a 5%significance level, and that
there are certain real differences between his treatments. What is
ihe probability that in a given experiment he observed results will be
sufficiently decisive for him to detect these real differences?
The mathematical problems involved are generally very difficult,
and have to be worked out for each test. However, for several types
of experiment leading to an analysis Of variance, the power can be read
Off  from a series of charts provided in a paper by Pearson and Hartley,(5).
 Randomised blocks are dealt with in their section (4.2). To
compute the power it is necessary to know the standard deviation of the
residual component which will be denoted by and the actual treatment
Means which will be denoted by Ti. Suppose there are  h  treatments and
k blocks. All that is required is to computCthe sum of squared deviations
of the Ti about their mean i
S = Ti2 - hi
and then calculate
1 .k S
17;
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Let 'N.,1be the number of degrees of freedom in the numerator of the variance,ratio (one less than the number of treatments), and v
2 the number of degreesof freedom on which the residual mean square is based. Pearson and Hartley
provide separate charts for each value of VI from 1 to 8. The correct
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curve for the value of V2 is then selected, and where it meets the verticalline for the calculated value cf
 0,
 the power can be read off on the lefthand'scale.
Of course, the standard error may not be known,, and the treatment
effects are unknown or the experiment would not be being conducted.
However, an idea of o-can often be gained from other studies. It.is
certainly often worth while condUcting a preliminary experiment simply
to estimate this factor. Fcr the it, the experitienter should put into
the calculation . a whole series of values representing both pessimistic
and optimistic forecasts of what real treatment differences there arelikely to be. For each case he will be able to answer .the question,
what is the chance that the experiment will reveal these differences?
The use of the chart's is illustrated by the bracken experiment.Assume that o = 180. We have h = k = 3. One treatment was a control,
and I suppose that each of the others .had.reduced the number of bracken-fronds per ten square. yards by A and B respectively, as an overall average.
Table 5 gives the chance that, in the presence of so much randomness, the
superiorities of A and B would have been detected.
This table illustrates the dangers of small scale experimentation.
Suppose the overall effects of treatments A and B are to reduce the
numbers of fronds by 300 per plot. There is only one chance in three
of detecting what is clearly an important effect. Even if they both
caused an overall reduction of 400 fronds per plot the chance of detec-
tion of only just greater than a half.
The lay out of the bracken control experiment illustrates the inter-
action between mathematical ideas and biology. After considering the
planned experiment and with a rough idea of the variability,.a certain
size experiment was recommended. This was halved on "practical" grounds
at the outset, and halved againin the process oi being carried out, leaving
.three blocks of three. Although I have described the data on bracken
fronds, measurements were also made on several other•variables. Not
surprisingly, most of thes'e failed to give significant results, probably
because of the smallness of the experiment, and the outcome of three years
of substantial work has been to prove that if you cut down all the bracken
in a ten yard square and seed it with heather, you definitely get less
bracken the following year.
In thinking about grazing experiments with the above ideas in mind,
and being conscious of the expense of these experiments even when carried
out on a hopelessly inadequate scale, I am forced to the conclusion that
Formal experiments are not likely to be a fruitful source of knowledge
at the present stage, and I recommend some other line of approach such as
large scale surveys of grazing practice.
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THE NEED FOR COLIABORATION BETWEEN EXPERIMENTER
AND STATISTICIAN
M.D. Mountford  
The severity of the biometrical requirements for successful grazing
experimentation imposes on the experimenter the necessity of a keen aware-
ness of statistical considerations. The experimenter should consult the
Biometrics Section at the outset, at the early planning stage of the
experiment. The collaboration between the experimenter and the statistician
Should be cloSe and two-way: the statistician can produce worthwhile advice
'Onlyif he understands the biological aspects of the' experiMent; the
experimenter will rarely.make the most of his resources without the appli-
cation of statistical methods and principles. The success of the experi-
Menter in answering the questions he sets himself, within a fixed budget
Of time and money, depends largely on the right choice of statistical
methods. The decisions on the size of the experiments, the number and
the nature of the treatments the amount of replication, are too often
decided solely by the experimenter; he calls for statistical advice onlj
on the finer details of the planning and en the analysis of the results.
Often the experimenter has only a rudimentary knowledge of:the power of
the statistical methods and yet is unaware of serious consequences of his
deficiency; he does not realise that his experiment can be considerably
imporved by a little statistical ingenuity with no extra cost in time
and labour. For example many experiments are planned without the
experimenter appreciating the usefulness of a factorial design in improving
efficiency.
When setting up an exp'eriment the experimenter first must, as closely
as possible, define the problem which led up to the experiment. He.must
then define the objectives of the experiment. Though it issznot always
Possible to define precisely the aims of the experiment, if the eiperi-
Menter asks vague questions; he must expect vague answers from the
experiment.
. The experimenter, in collaboration with the statistician, must then
give an exact documentation of the different treatments to be included
in the experiment. The important criterion in the selection of treat-
ments in their relevance to the field to which the results will be applied;
in grazing trials, questions of whether comparisons made between small
paddocks are relevant to ordinary grazing conditions need to be carefully
considered.
But to have treatments and size of plots relevant to the problem
under consideration, sometimes means that the proposed experiment is too
costly. Whether or not an experiment is worth setting up depends on
ihe precision of the estimation and on the money and effort allocated to
the experiment. Some idea of the precision of the experiment may be
obtained either from a preliminary trial or from the data of previous
experiments in the same field of study.
Cj
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The cost of the experiment needs a close consideration. The measure-
ment of the cost of such different items as time, labour, materials on
a single scale is difficult and approximate. However even a rough
approximation can be enormously helpful in maximising the return on expense.
When .the total cost of the available resources is determined it can.be
used to determine the best allocation of treatments to plots. In the
simple example of an eXperiment in which the cost is determined by the
treatment, the maximum precision is obtained by replicating the jth treat-
ment by a number proportionaltu
where Cj is the cost per plot of the jth treatment. After deciding on
the amount of treatment replication, the experimenter must allot the
treatments to the plots by a random procedure. The results can be given
a  valid interpretation only when some form of randomization has.been
included in the design. If there is no randomization the analysis will
depend for its yalidity upon personal judgement rather than statistical
theory.
In his initial documentation of the experiment, the experimenter must
specify the measurements and the records to be made on each plot.' The
Choice of measurement should be based on its relevance to the aims of
experiment: for example it is of little value in an experiment relating
the weight of vegetation to grazing regime to sample the vegetation by
pointquadrat readings..
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DISCUSSION FOLDGWING MESSRS. SKELLAM CRYER, HOLGATE AND MOUNTFORD'S PAPERS
Dr. Mellanby opened the discussion by agreeing that in all well
conducted scientific experiments the thought processes and cycles of
induction which Mr. Skellam and Mr. Cryer had expounded as being the
basis of the scientific method were essential and often overlooked.
In all long term ecological research, in which teams of people often
worked.together, it was essential that the objectives of the experiment,
methods of evaluation and ways of analysing the results were clearly
thought out and written down before beginning the experiment. Dr. Duffey
noted that most of the remarks made by the speakers,had been,orientåted
towards the research worker, but he thought that the same principles
shouldbe applied2D the planning of research programmes.. Other
research organisations had a planned research policy based on the needs
and functions of the organisation and it was thought that with the body
of experience which the Conservancy now had, a planned programme of
research which embraced the many facets of conservation was required
and essential.
A shortage of funds and •manpower was suggested by some people as
the reason for the few management .experiments thathad been done, while
-othersthought that the limiting factor may have been that ideas had not
been developed to the full. Further controversy was evoked by the
'gtatement hat Many of the research staff worked under'a handicap of
academic tradition, choosing a line of fundamental research when many
of the Conservancy's commitments required a more simple approach related
to practical management. This statement met with severe opposition
from some members at the meeting, who felt that precisely the opposite
was true.
Experience had shoi.in that the distinction_ between simple management
treatments.and true scientific experiments had become blurred, and it
was suggested that it would be better to use the term "trial" for work
which did not allow the use of normal statistical methods.
Introduction
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CONTROL OF VEGETATION BY GRAZING PROJECT - ASTON ROWANT N.N.R.
A CONSIDERATION OF SOME OF THE PROBLEMS ARISING FROM THE USE
OF SHEEP AS A GRAZING 'TOOL'.
M.J. Woodman
This paper is an outline of some of the'problems whiCh fated the
Southern Regional staff in operating their part Of the Control Of 'vege-
tation by Grazing Project on the Aston.Rowant National Nature Reserve'.
First we would wish to say that we formed part of a team drawn both
from the Research and Conservation Branches, and that much of the success
of .the project so far is due to the co-operation of all concerned,, althoughindividual views have occasionally conflicted. We are also deeply.indebted
for the help given by the AdviSury Committee under the distinguished-Chair-
manship of Dr. F. Fraser Darling.
The chalk grasslands of Britain have provided some of the most
interesting floral and faunal associations in the-country. lindei tradi-
tional farming systems, a short sward with an abundance of species was
produced by sheep specially chosen for chalklandconditoins and by'the.
grazing of rabbits. HoWever with changes in.agricultural practice and
periodic outbreaks of myxomatosis ,since 1954, the grazing 'on Many thalk
grasslands has been reduced. Consequently thZ growth of cdarse grassed
and Scrub species hs proceeded'unchecked, resulting in
 a much less
interesting flora and fauna.
the grazing project, .which kS
 the first 'or
 its' kind, initiated by
the Conservancy, was set up to examine certain aspects of these' Rroblemsby comparing the effects of different sheep .grazing intenSities oh the
composition of the sward.
1. Policy  
kesources  
The proper management of a Reserve depends on(i) the presence of a
full-time Warden who is a member of the Conservancy.staff:and4ii) on the
guidance and directiun the Reserve receives from the Regional Officer,
who has thenecessaryadministrative structure to carry out 'this function.
These requirements naVe only begUn to be met kn'the past fewYears,and
much'remairis to be done.
Again it is only recently that. the necessary fihance needed for
manageMent haS been 'made available.' Many diScUssions, both formal'and
informal have sought a scientific 'basis for conservation manZgement andj'esearcn, but these 'theoretical Cons'iderations:ch  only qo •o far.'
Ultimåtely hYpOtheses must be tested in the field'by'trial'and experiment.
All these problems were recognized by the Regional staff, who havecontri—butedwhere possible to their solution. Thus the initiation of the
Control of Vegetation by'Grazing Project (CVGP) represents an important
stage in the development of conservation management.
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(ii)' Other' experience-
There was little or no experience' ither within the Conservancy or
outside, which could assist in the formulation of this particular project.
Organisations like the Grassland Research Institute, Hurley, have carried
out similrir prOjects but as.their aims are usually directed towards grass-
land improvement and productivity their experience was not really relevant.
However, Mr. Aicier, Head of Dept. Animal Agronomy at the Institute
member of the Advisory Committe (See'below). Several Naturalists' TrtistS'
have similar .problems, but their experience and resources were less than
that . of the.Conservancy. The Society for the Promotion of Nature Reserves
had been' conducting similar brazing and mowing trials on their own' Reserve
at Danger's.End, near Tring, which are now supported by a contract with
the Conservancy (awarded 1st April, 1964). Close liaison was maintained
by the Warden/Naturalist Oxfordshire who attended the S..P.N.R. management
committee meetings.
(iii) Management Plan  
The.ReserVe ManagemeA Plan (J.H. Hemsley ant M.J. WOodman, February
1960) stiPulates as its conServation objec'tiveS, the conservation of the
chalk grasSland.- scrub - WOOdiand Sere, and also the retention of a
represen'tative sample of open chalk graSsland. In.the Management Plan,
under the . seCtion headed "research objective's" it was suggested that the
setting up of a series of  grazed/ungrazed. Plots for .future recordirig of
grazing effects upon the grassland should be set up: While it was
possible .to remain within the.remit of the. Plan with.respect o examining
the effects of grazing, it.was clear that the Project would take Up 'most
of the'existing chalk grasSland within the declared Reserve. This .
experimental uSe  could conflitt with the retention of sample grassland.
This difficulty stimulated further efforts to acquire more grassland
in the P.N.N.R. along the south eastern edge of the declared Reserve, Which
have resulted in the negotiations for the acquisition of a further35acres
now nearing completion. _
(iy) Aim:of Project  
This.was finally.set down as a comparison of the effects of two
intensities of grazing (at 1 and 3 sheep to the 'acre respectively) on
the floristiC tomposition of the sward on three aspects of the grassland
at the foot of Beacon Hill. The plots were paired, one for eacri grazing
intensity, on north east, north, and north west facing slopes, together
with control plots. The grazing season was to extend from 1st September
to 31st MaY, ond the duration of theprojeCtwas for five years. The
veget'atiOn wasto be photographed and recorded before and after each giazing
season. The warden waS also to be instructed to make field notes regularly
on the condition of the vegetation dUring grazing.
2. Public Relations
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As the project was the first of its kind its Emooth running was one
of the vital elements required for success, especially in the first year.
The project was expected to arouse national interest because of the
implications of using sheep as a grazing tool, under controlled conditions
on chalk grassland. Other National Nature Reserves might benefit from
the results, whether we were managing our own sheep or providing precise
details of our needs to grazing licensees.
On several occasions distinguished visitors from overseas were shown
over the Reserve, so that the project took on an international significance.
In the initial stages of the project it was most important to obtain
the good will of local interests.
A great deal of the Regional staff's time was taken up informing our
neighbours of our intentions, and ensuring that we were seen tc be respon-
sible and humarein the conductGI: the grazing project.
The local Hunt was restricted in its use of the Reserve, and the need
for visitors to keep their dogs under control emphasized. One of the
Honorary Wardens was a local councillor, and this facilitated the support
of local government.
University Scientists from Reading and Oxford and the Buckinghamshire,
Berkshire and Oxfordshire Naturalists' Trust: (B.B.O.N.T.) were kept informed,
and representatives invited to serve on the 1,dvisory Committee.
A Voluntary Warden Service was set up tc assist the Warden and Warden/
NaturaTistin watching over the pi.oject and in guiding public interest.
Finally an article by theWarden/Naturalist in the leading county
newspaper the 'Oxford Times", set out our aims and methods simply and
clearly for the public to understand.
3.Organisation  
(i) Finance  
This was met from Nature ConserVancy funds.
) Staffing  
It was essential that the Conservancy Staff responsible for the day
to day running of the project were both trained scientists and agriculturists.
In this we were fortunate that the Warden/Naturalist was a trained agricul-
turist and that the Warden had practidal experience and training in agriculture
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especially with sheep. Trained sheep dogs were necessary. and again wewere fortunate in the Warden possessing two of these animals.
One of our Honorary Wardens is a local farmer, and has on severaloccasiOns looked after the stock in . the unavoidable absence of the Warden.
Section (iv) and (v) below show the ',wealth of practical advice andexperience which were readily available in the Advisory Committee .andScientific Staff Panel.
i) Lo'istics - Phasin of 0 erations and Assembl of Materials
In working to a definite date when the sheep were to be introducedto the grazing plots, it was necess6ry to plan the various operations othat all would be ready in time. The Land Agents' Section were deeplyinvolved •at this stage with the Regional Staff. Scrub had to be.clearedto make way for new fence lines, after surveying. Farm equipment waspurchased mostly at sales, and included troughs, hurdles and weighingmachine. Durin4 this period botanical' surveys were made by the ConservationResearch Section. Fencing was carried out under contract, and sheeppurchased. The latter were held nearby until the grazing iilots were
ready. Arrangements were also.made to provide a holding area for thesheep when they were taken off the plots during the grazing period becauseof bad weather.
(iv) Specialist Advice  
This was thought necessary in view of possible difficulties that mightarise from the unique nature of the pr9ject. Therefore an AdvisoryCommittee was established under the Chairmanship of Dr. Fraser-Darling,member of the Scientific Policy Committee. Committee members includedMr. F.C. Alder from the Grassland Research Institute, Hurley; ProfessorA.H. Bunting, Department of AgricUltural Botany, University of Reading;Dr. R.H. Clarke, representing the Naturalists' Trust (B.B.O.N.T.); Mr.F.T. Holmes, farmer and Honorary Warden; Dr. F.M. Perring, Monks WoodExperimental Station; The Hon. Miriam Rothschild, S.P.N.Ri; Mr. R.K.Sharratt, veterinary surgeon; Dr. F.C. Warburg, Department of BotanyUniversity of Oxford. This Committee keeps in touch with the StaffPanel by regular meetings on the Reserve, attended by Dr. J.F.D. Frazer,Conservation Officer, (England), and the Regional Staff. This ensuresthat their advice is available at the right time and place and accordinglytheir help has been invaluable. Mr. Sharratt has actively participatedin the project by studying the level of parasites in the dung.
Staff Panel: Scientific Control of Pro'cict
The Staff Panel is constituted as follows, and emphasizes the teamwcrk reqUired to mount such a project. Not the least of the pioblems
were the difficulties'in co-ordinating the functions from the various
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sections, often separated by large distances.
A.list of these sections and their duties illustrate the difficulty.
(a) Conservation Branch - Re ional Staff Wareham Dorset. Thame and Aston
Rowant, Oxon.
Day-to-day management of stock, continual observations on stock and
vegetation and public relations, including wardening, general administration
as required.
(b) Conservation Research Section - Monks Wood Ex erimental Station
Botanical Recording and analysis of data.
(c) Land A ents Section - London H.Q.
Arrangement of contracts, licences agreements, supervision of estate
work, advice on stock and equipment.
(d) Biometrics Section - London H.Q.
Project design and evaluation.
(e) Technical Services - London H.Q.
Photography in connection with recording.
(f) Veterinar Sur eon - Thame
Welfare of stock.
4. Animal HusbandrY  
The welfare of the stock used in the project was of paramount importance.Although our primary aim was to examine the effects of grazing on-ill'e-swrd,its use as a management technique would be very limited.if too much weredemanded of the stock. In the event, the stock chosen stood up well to
winter grazing cOnditions although they had to be taken off the experimental
Plots in February - March owing to insufficient feed. All of the stock camethrough the winter well and remained healthy, the only damage being a bruisedknee-cap on one animal!
(i) Stock
Twenty-two 7-8 month Scutt',101f - bred OW lambo. were used as the bestbreed, age, sex of sheep for the project. This choice was eminently successful.
(ii) Fencing  
Fencing in the experimental plots was erected by the Economic ForestryGroup, and by the Warden in the holding area just off the Reserve.
i) Feed
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The vegetation in the experimental plots provided most of the feed,
but when the stock were removed-to the holding area, the stock were fed
on hay and concentrates purchased locally.
(iv) Water
This was brought in churns in a Land Rover to the troughs in the
experimental plots.
(v) Disturbance of Stock
No problems were experienced here and it seems reasonable to assume
that the efforts of the Regional Staff and the Voluntary Warden Service
played a large part in achieving this result, especially on a Reserve
where public pressure could be a problem.
(iv) 'Natural' Haiards  
(a) Medical  
The sheep were dosed with "Loxon" (against parasites), vaccinated
with mixed enteroxaemia vaccine.
(b) Foxes, dogs, etc.
No disturbance or harm from these animals was apparent.
(c) Poisonous Plants  
All the experimental plots and the holding area were examined . for
living and dead yew plants and none were found.
5. The Future
In looking back over the first grazing season, it is obvious that
there were many problems but most of these were solved. Many difficulties
arose during the initiation of the project and should not recer. The
remainder should be capable of solution by the Regional Staff in their
routine management of the project, especially in the light of their newly
gained experience.
It was agreed at the Advisory Committee meeting (June 1965) that a
detailed Soil Survey and the establishment of a small climatologiCal'station
would enhance the scientific value of the project. These measures with
other minor modifications e.g. periodicity of weighing stock, should ensure
the successful continuation of the project over the next four years.
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GRAZING RIGHTS AND THE AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS ACT, 1948
D.H. 
 
In this paper I propose to deal with letting grazing rights and theAgricultural Holdings Act, 1948, in England and Wales.
The art of not creating a tenancy when letting rights for stock
owned by one person to graze the land of another began to develop afterthe passing of the 1923 Agricultural Holdings Act under which licencesfor less than a year were excluded from the Act and the custom of granting
successive 364 day licences came into vogue as a neat means of sidesteppingthe law whilst enabling the grazier to enjoy his rights over long periodsof time.
This simple evasive tactic was finally stopped by the AgricultureAct 1947, which was re-enacted in the 1948 Act and as far as we can tellis unlikely to be available again.
The 1928 Act section 2 with certain exceptions now. brings any letting
of agricultural and for less than a year to year within the scopeof itsterms. In letting grazing rights we have tc st,ay with the exceptiens
otherwise an agricultural tenancy is created under which the tenant will
enjoy a security of tenure a wide frecdpmof use of the land, and rightsto compensation when he finally vacates.
The Act does nct of itself regulate grazing it merely indicates at
which points a tenancy may be created, and as it does not do this very
clearly it is inclined.to make lawyers and land agents over-cautious lesttheir sins of omission ur comnission shall have far greater results than everwere intended.
Section..2 of the Act applies to the grant of a licence to occupy sothat the . nice distinctions between a letting;and a licence become pointless.There is case law to show that a person who has purchascdor hired grass keepgets the legal right to use and occupy the land. As grazing is expresslyincluded within the definition of "agriculture", anyone letting grazing
rights thus risks creating a tenancy.
As a matter of interest I have pever had the experience of receivinga claim for a full agricultural tenancy and in those cases where a graziercould have claimed, for example at Old Winchester Hill where the agreement,in writing, continues from year to year, the person concerned has not done
sp.
I have dealt with the.first effect of the Act, to cause fear, the
second effect is to limit Freedom of action and the third it to take grazing
out of the direct'control of the Regional Officer and make it indirectthrough the Land Agents section, which whilst being a normal situation on
a landed estate is not entirely satisfactory when applied to Nature Reserves.
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Grazing as a problem frequently met with in our section is almost
entirely concerned with the control of vegetation on Reserves resultingfrom reduction in rabbits, shortage of staff and machinery and, from an
agricultural point of view, the uneconomic size or location of the Reserve.The particular requirements of each Reserve as to period, type, andintensity of grazing required often makes reliance on the farmer as a
source of stock appear irrational.
When considering a request to let grazing riyhts we have to bearin mind the following features:-
Firstly the Agricultural Holdings Act. In order to avoid a tenancy
only a single period may be offered. The period must not exceed oneyear, no promises as to further periods may be made, and although successivelicences may be granted no action may be indulged that might.suggest hatfurther licences will be forthcoming, such as the erection of permanentfences or laying on water supplies by the grazier. Temporary shelter
and temporary hurdles are acceptable. Stock and any other property
.of
 the grazier must be removed at the end of the period and rights forthe Conservancy-and its staff to use the'Tand must be reserved.
Gecondly the scientific requirement. The most common requirementsthat we are asked to secUre provide that artificial fertilizer and chemical
sprays should not be applied, lime is not to be spread and hay should notbe brought on to the land although-purchased feed in the form of Eake or
nuts-is often acceptable.. There is usually a specified time of theyear
when grazing may or may not be required, and longer grazing seasons .?.emto be• acceptable. The improvement of the land in an agricuttural 'sensehas never in my experience been a requirement. I have listed theSe so
as to contrast with the third feature:- the farmers requirements. The
normal and quite natural approach is that the farmer would like thegrazing for as long as possible, for successive years and that given
security of tenure he would be delightedto invest money te improve •he
.land. He has of course to be disaPpointed.
Fourthly general practicability, as to adequate water supply andfences, access and the type
 of
 stock to be used, our tenure of the land
and any covenants or other rights which may affect the proposal.
To succeed-therefore the Conservancy must be prepared.for some
capital investment on water supplies and fencing, and possibly shaters,the farmer must be able to see some financial advantage in using theland, the scientific interest must be safeguarded, the licence must
remain outside the terms
 of
 the Act, and the land just either be'Freehold
or the Conservancy must hold it on a lease the terms of which permit theletting-of rights.
Other cases arise from time to time where we are put in considerabledifficulty. For example where common land is involved, as at Castor
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Hanglands, and we are prevented by the Law of Property Act from fencing, or
where the purchase of land is made subjectto an existing grazing.tenant
as is the case at Wye and Crundale Reserve.
The rents obtained from.letting periodic grazing.are..quite-dispropor-
.tionate to the work in which Regional and Land Section staff are  involved
and this . work is no less for a small area than for e,large..
At-the present _time some.1,600 acres-on twelve Reserves.are• let on
periodic licences in England and Wales and others are under consideration,
but this forms only a small part of the total land holding._
Where .the scientific requirement is more exacting than those .I have
alraady montioned the letting of grazing rights becomes.unsatisfactory and
it is only where there .is grazing of reasonable nutritive value (e.g.
Bridgwater Bay Reserve) that the stocking intensity can be raised suffic-
iently to give the standard of control usually required. On poorer. grassland,
our task is increasingly difficult and any restrictions at all will tend to
•deter. graziers..
From time to time there have been discussions on increased •mechanisation
and the purchase of stock for use on Nature Reserves both of which in the face
of shortages of local labour have their part to play. But they both have
severe limitations for controlling the small- and scattered areas such as
the Conservancy own.
It is outside the scope of this paper to venture into the future cf
'Reserves or -the given scientific aspects of each case, but (to generalise)
if it is seriously wished to continue grazing regimesyith stock that are
not owned by the Conservancy then it follows-that more consideration will
have to be given to pasture improvement either as an inducement o graziers or
as a resultant of grazing.
The Conservancy's grazing land has as it were been frozen at a point
in time that the average farmer left many years ago, and as agricultural
advances are made the demand for rough grazing where improvements to the
paSture are not allowed will disappear.
The Agricultural Holdings Act is no friend of Nature Conservation,
'security of tenure subsidies For draining and improving land amongst many
other featuresare so often incompatible with your requirements that I
can see no advantage in granting an agricultural tenancy, apart from the
other.considerations that this would raise.
Where the letting of rights appears to be the only practical solution
I would ask you to consider an acceptance of some agricultural practices.
This acceptance may be limited in time, it may be limited to zones on a
particular Reserve but it will almost certainly involve fertilisers, its
result would I hope be just sufficient o make graziers keener-to put their
stock on the land in succeeding years.
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As I have said the essential point in keeping a grazing licence out-
side the Actis that it shall be 'for a single period, of less than one
year in extent and that no promise should be made as to the grant of future
periods.
There is no bar to the number of successive periods that may be granted
and in the case of Scene Estate Ltd. v; Amos there were no less than 21
successive agreements each for a period of 3 months, each complete in itself
and making no  reference to any possibility of a future extension of the period
of letting.
A specified period does not need to be any special season and may
stretch over parts of two calendar years.
However once the details of the licence have beensettled and the
farmer has paid his money he cannot be made to graze the land, since the
positive convenants necessary to achieve this would be impractical. He
can be made to-cut thistles or other named plants but if the period of
the licence is short he may well consider that it would not be worth hrs
while and is unlikely to accept such a licence.
On the other hand he may decide that it suits his• purpose to stock
very ,heavily and where this is likely we  can state in the licence that
he is permitted to graze not more than a specified number:.
In practice therefore once the grazing is let there is very little
c5ntrOl over stock numbers on the land at any one time and extending or
shorteningthe grazing period is not then possible. The period itself
will have to suit the farmer.
The type of stock used will depend entirely on those available in the
district, sheep and cattle are most common but occasionally'graziers wish
to put on horses as well. There has been no demand for grazing for any-
thing more exotic.
This lack of flexibility is one of the unsatisfactory aspects of using
someone elsc's stock. The advantages are that it is cheap possibly profit-
able, we have little if any responsibility for the health and safety of the
animals and we use very little capital.
Another aspect of grazing involves therfOrsonality of the grazier and
if  we  fall out with him over some matter which is not covered in the licence
a difficult situation can develop. An example of this is omitting any
reference to a bull in the licence and the grazier promptly puts one on
the land.
In my plea that you should consider accepting some agricultural
practices my main object is to get competition for the grazing, since if
a demand can be created control is more easily imposed. I also have in
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mind that if  you accept grazing in principle then you also accept some
improvement in the sward from manuring and tillering, and the lOgieal
extensi9n to this is to apply fertilisers or lime where by so doing the
particular scientific interest will not be harmed.
To the Land Agents Section grazing is one of many management problems,
a visit should always be made to see the land and a meeting held with the
prospeCtive grazier and I have always found thatpersonal' contactis worth
a. great deal. This all takes time and I doubt if we devote as much
attention toit as we ought .to, or would like to. If I can persuade you
to look at this problem from the farmers' point of view as well as from
that of floristic omposition on the Reserve I have hopes that letting
grazing rights will continue to prove a useful tool.
Occasionally we meet grazing problems in reverse - In acquiring land
the owner may be willing to grant a lease provided that he can retain the
grazing and the right to apply fertilisers and lime, or Use chemicals to
contrbl weeds'. Such matters are promptly referred to Regional Staff• for
advice but the stakes can be high - to secure or lose'a Reserve - And not
only are there practical issues but the integrity of the future Reserve may
be at risk.
I hope that I'have been able to indicate some aspects of grazing that
may not have been entirely obvious and why in the future its use as a tool
of  managemenf may be dependent upon the Conservancy's willingness to provide
a better diet for stock.
POINTS RAISED IN THE DISCUSSION FOLLOWING MR. WOOD'S PAPER
(i) Whilst the Act has a general application to licences, licences do'not
have general application to Reserves and have to be tailor made for each
case.
(ii) Where grazing rights are let some compromise is usuallyilecessary-between
scientific interest and the grazier's requirement, bearing in mind the
futureof theAeseiwois no action .is taken.
(iii) Rent - generally an economic rent induces graziers to stock fully -
this is advantageous as maximum stock numbers can then be controlled.
(iV) In the case of some Reserves it may be possible to acquire additional
land in order that stock can be carried, or which can be treated' on dgri-
'cUlturallines, making a base from which a Reserve can begrazod.
1. Introduction
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GRAZING EXPERIMENTS IN  SNOWDONIA
J. Dale  
The research programme being conducted at Bangor is concerned with
investigations to determine the influence of local variations in rainfall
and geology on the soils, vegetation and biological productivity of areas
in Snowdonia. To this end . work is being carried out at sites located
along a rainfall gradient, which runs in an approximately north - south
line across North Wales and shows a variation in rainfall ranging from
less than forty inches at the drier coastal end up to almost two-hundred
inches at the wettest end, centred over the Snowdon massif. Within these
experimental areas, are soils derived from both basic and acid igneous
rocks, as well as soils derived from glacial deposits and the plant
communities associated with these soils include many of those common to
upland Britain.
In 'an area, such as Snowdonia, a factor which is of paramount
importance is the grazing animal (in this instance sheep). The agri-
cultural activities of the human race and in this particular area,
grazing by.sheep, have a profound influence on the ecosystem as a whole.
The human influence has been present since prehistoric times but of
course its effects have become more pronounced and intense with the
passage of time.
The pa.ttern of land settlement and utilisation has been largely
determined by environmental factors and there has been conscious e-eciion
of areas of.high productivity. This selection is perpetuated up to
the present day, in that certain areas are more intensely grazed than
others, because of the reputation of these areas for producing heavier
animals or being capable of carrying larger flocks-of animals.
The part played.by the combined effect of rainfall, soil type, and
vegetation in determining the numbers of grazing animals carried by a
particular area is complex and in turn the effect of the grazing animal
on the soils and vegetation is equally intricate.
II. A few years ago Dr. Hughes established the broad relationships between
the environment of Sncwdonian sheepwalks and the population densities of
sheep which they carried. In this work Dr. Hugh.Lts analysed stOck data
for nine ecologically distinct groups, based on fifty-five sheepwalks in
Snowdonia and the Conway Valley. Seven of these sheepwalks are located
within the low or medium rainfall range of the gradient and two within
the high rainfall range. This work demonstrated a north-south line
of sheep'numbers per unit area and it would seem that climate is respon-
sible for this, but soils and vegetation are of importance in areas where
the mean annual rainfall is less than a hundred inches. Areas which
are substantially AgrostisAestuca grassland on brown earth soils, derived
from basic rocks, were shown to carry the highest number of sheep (viz.
2-2.84 ewe units/acre), whilst areas on podsolic, gley podsolic or peaty
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podsolic soils, derived from acidic rocks, the population density is sub-
stantially smaller, (only 1.3 - 1.7 ewe units/acre). At low rainfall these
latter areas are dominated by Calluna vulgaris and at high rainfall, Molinia
caerulea and Nardus stricta.
Thus it was considered that the hundred inch isohyet is an important
ecological boundary as Dr. Hughes showed a clear difference in sheep numbers
above and below tEis level of rainfall.
An extension of this earlier work ls the sheep census work which is
being carried On at present. This sheep census was initiated in 1956 on
a weekly basis. The units of study for the earlier work were whole
sheepwalks, but the present sheep census is ,of the numbers of sheep grazing
on particular areas within a sheepwalk. These census units were selected
as being uniform, as far as possible, with regard to vegetation and soil
type, and-these are located along the rainfall gradient mentioned earlier.
The results of this sheep census are being prepared for publication
elsewhere, but some generalisations may be made.
1. Differences in soil, vegetation, rainfall and
altitude.all play some part in determining, the
-stock-number per  .unitH.areav
2. On the whole the summer sheep population density
shows an inverse relationship to altitude, rain-
fall and the trend towards podsolisation.
---3-..:The:clensUs work confirmS the earlier observation that
sheep preferentially graze those areas-Where the soils
are derived from basic igneous rocks, rather than
adjacent areas where the soils are derived from acid
igneous rocks.
An investigation into the differential effect of differing levels of
grazing has been in train for a number of years. This is being carried
on at four sites, which are also sheep census sites. The experiment'
consists of a randomised block of enclosures covering the following
treatments replicated four times:-
(a)  open to grazing all year round.
(b) grazing permitted April to October only.
(c) closed to grazing all year round.
At three sites, Cwn Idwal, Pen-y-Pass and Llyn Llydaw, one block of
replicates are located on contrasting soil types, a brown earth and pod-
'solic type.
Each year the plots are sampled during the month of August by a point
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quadrat technique. The accumulated ata hitherto, have nut been examinedin.great detail, but at present, consideration is being given to the
application of the statistics of information theory to -these data. No
results of this are available.
A casual observation by eye of these plots after six years, showsthat certain plants have become prominent where enclosure has been complete.These changes arc dramatic and easily catch the eye, but other more subtle
changes have been taking place less noticeably.
In general the observed trends on, say an acid site at Cwm Idwal arethe same as those to be observed on an acid site elsewhere. Differentlocations however, do show differences in particular features notably Inthe scale of :he changes. The same is also true of the trends to be
seen in the various basic plots.
The histograms illustrate some of these changes and show examples
of acid and basic sites at Llyn Llydaw and Cwm Idwal under open grazing
and closed grazing treatments.
The most noticeable feature of the enclosed subplots on the acid
sites is the prominence of the ericoid shrubs. in considering theseErica tetralix, E. cinerea, Vaccinium m rtillus and Calluna vulgarishave been lumped together since the scale of response of individual
species to enclosure was so small. These species are present only
on the acid plots and show only a very small increase after enclosure.The numbers of 'plants would seem not to -have incrEased, except perhapsin the case of Vaccinium m rtillus. On basic sites, two plants whichbecome noticeably prominent after enclosure, are Descham sia caes itosa
and Achillea millefolium both of which, show strong positive responseto enclosure rather more marked in Cwm Idwal example than Llyn Llydaw).
Species which have increased in prominence in the enclosed subplots,have not necessarily undergone any increase in actual numbers but have
only increased in height and spread.
Nardus stricta
Acid site
On subplots which are open to
grazing this species maintains
the Same general level, with
only slight variation, which
is probably due to season. On
the subplots which arc closed
to grazing the quantity of
Nardus is seen to decrease
steadily.
:asie site  
The responses on the basic sites
are substantially the same as
those already described but
obviously on a much reduced scale,
as Nardus stricta is not present
in any quantity on these sites.
It is interesting to note that
enclosure gives an initial boost
to the Nardus. In years 5 and 6
there is total absence f Nardus in
the enclosed subplots.
Festuca_  
'Agrostis pp.  
Acid site
There is considerable seasonal
fluctuations in the cases of
both.A. tenuis and A. canina.
On the whole both Agrostis
species seem to increase-under
enclosed conditions and at
Cwm Idwal there seems to be
a tendency for A. canina to
be gaining ascendancy over A.
tenuis,- at Llyn Llydaw this is
not the case.
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On the open subplots there is a
pronounced seasonal fluctuation,
but on the whole, a Fairly high
level is maintained. Initially
enclb.sure pfoduced a reducticn
in the amount of this species present.
This phase is.followed by an increase
4n subsequent years.
Basic site.
.0n jhe.basic site the enclosed
subplots shoW an increase in
the amount of Festuca ovina,
but the scale of.the increase
is different.at Cwm idwal and
Llyn Llydaw. At Cwm Idwal the
difference between open and
closed plots iS quite -small,
but there is a maintained
increase in the amount of P.
ovina in the enclosed subplots.
At Llyn Llydaw on the freely
grazing subplots the figure
for A. tenuis is consistently
high and steady. Under enclosed
conditions, for the first three
years A. tenuis shows a steady
decline but subsequentlyfan upward
trend in the percentages for this
species is shown. At Cwm Idwal
there is a different picture,
here free grazing produces a
lower figure than for the enclosed
subplots. Agrostis canina at Cwm
Idwal follows the same pattern but
at Llyn Llydaw the quantities of
this latter species are too small
to be comparable.
Molinia/Holcus  
Molinia caerulea shows a marked response to enclosure in locations
where it is present. For example at Cwm Idwal it has increased very
rapidly in the subplots. Year four, corresponded with a very late
Spring_after a very hard winter and this may account for the rather low
figureS'for this year. At Llyn Llydaw on the equivalent site Molinia
is not present in any quantity, so unfortunately no comparison is possible.
On basic sites Holcus lanatus seems to take over the role of Molinia
and it shows a similar pattern of response to enclosure. This is very
well demonstrated at the Llyn Llydaw site and at Cwm Idwal it is seen on
a smaller scale.
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Two plants present on one of the basic sites viz., Llyn Llydaw arc
worthy of mention, these are Trifolium repens and Plantace lanceolata.One of these species, Plantago lanceolata shows a positive responseto enclosure and there is a steady upward trend in the amount present.The other species, Trifolium repens, shows a negative response and
enclosure has produced almost total eradication of the-species. Thesetwo plants are an interesting example of how morphology of a speciesdetermines its fate under changed circumstances. Planta C
 lanceolatabeing a rosette, suffers badly, particularly 'in sl.ring from grazing
and under conditions of free grazing the Plants are dwarf and stunted,
whereas Trifolium repens being a creeping plant, it does not suffer so.
much grazing damage. When the removal of grazing allows the vegetationto grow up however, the position is reversed, now the Plantago is ableto compete successfully against neighbouring species because of itsrosetteform. But Trifolium shaded from all sides by the surrounding
vegetation, cannot get sufficient light to maintain its growth and there-fore gradually diminishes in quantity.
Partial-exclusion f grazing, that is enclosure during the winter
months from the end of October 'to April, does not appear to produce anychanges in the composition of the vegetation. Although at the start
of a season, in spring, the subplots which have been enclosed for the
winter, do shcw a flush.of growth and appear rather greener than areasoutside, especially if there is an early spring. However, once sheepgraze these subplots after the removal of the barriers the differentappearance is soon lost.
At Crib Goch where this work has been .proceeding for a shorterperiod, (1965 will be the fourth season), it is rather too early for trendsto be well established, especially as the rate of growth at this higher alti-tude is much'slower.
The above comments show a very incomplete picture of what happenswhen the grazing pressure is suddenly altered. Many questions remain tobe answered, but the examples quoted, illustrate the extreme complexityof the situation.
The interactions between competing species are very complicatedand the process of building up the'complete picture will take quite a
number of years yet. What will be the effect of the reappearance oftrees, as must surely happen, already two seedlings of Sorbus aucupariahave been recorded as present on one
 of
 the sites.
IV. During the past four years, an attempt has been made to find outif the voluntary densities, as indicated by
 the sheep census, reflect
a real difference in the increment of animaL material per unit area.Two sites, dissimilar both ecologically and in sheep population densities/hey bear, were enclosed. One site is on a peaty podsol derived from
acid igneous rocks and acid drift and the vegetation is dominated.by
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Nardus stricta. Here the sheep population density varies from 1.5 to
2.5 ewe units per acre during the growing season. The plot size is
6.5 acres and the enclosed experimental population density would be
approximately. 2 75 ewe units per acre.
The other site is on a brown earth derived from basic igneous
racks, the normal voluntary sheep population density during the growing
season varYing between 2.25 to a maximum of 4.1 ewe units per.acre. The
'plot size is.2.4 acres and bore 'an experimetnal population density Of
7 ewe units per acre. The,vegetation is AgrostisAestuca grassland.
-.Since the valuntary sheep population densities differed, the Plots
were constructed so that the experimental densities were proportional
to the densities obserVed under free g.razing conditions.
The-management of the experimental plots depended on the co-operation
of the'tenant farmer concerned, but for the last four years it has been
as follows:-
January until expei'imental grazing began - closed to stock. After
experimental grazing waS complete, the plots were left open,until the
following January.
The animalS are weighed at the'beginning of the .experimental period,
at an intermediate stage at the end. The results.being expressed in
ihe Ibrm of a net gain or loss of animal material in  lbs/acre.
The-start of tne experiment coincides as near as possible with the
time when local farmers are returning their flocks to the mountains from
lowland• wintering and lambing quarters.
This time varies slightly from year to year depending on  weather,
the condifion of the sward at the stage of growth of . the lambs. Some-,
times as.in• the case of 1963 after a severe winter this return may be. delayed
. .
until quite late. In other years after a mild winter-the sheep return to
the hills earlier.
The duration of the experiment is also subject to variation depending
-on the condition of the experimental animals, the'staie of the sward, and
the utilisation of the available herbage by the animals... Thus the duration
of the experiment has varied between 28 and 40 days.
The stocking rates for the eXperiment ware calculated in ewe units
per acre,.the animal 'units consisting-of ewe/lamb pairs, each Jamb being
cohaideredas representing half a full ewe-unit.
. .
MeasureMents Were also made of the hertage.dry matter yields in lbs/
acre, both at the beginning and end of the experimentalperiod.Climatic
data are also available for the experimental sites. (Monthly rainfall,mean
airtemperature and mean earth temperature).
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Results  
From the results obtained for the four years it has been shown thatthe net production of animal per acre differs on the two plots. Performanceon the Nardus plot seems to be relatively the same each year, and only rangesfrom a net gain of animal material. of 8.15 lbs/acre in 1963 to 14.52 lbs/acre in 1964. On the heavier stocked Agrostis/FeStuca plot, results show arange from a net loss of 12 1:Ds/acre in 1963 to a net gain of 46.00 lbs/acrein 1964.
The large variation in the resultsuf the Agrostis/Festuca m y be dueto the variation in the losses in weight incurred by
 the ewes. For all-years; except 1964, the ewes on the Agrostis/Festuca show larger weightlosses in lbs/acre "than thcse on the Nardus, results from the Nardus plotshow either very small losses or small gains. :n the case .of the lambshowever, total gain of lambs.in lbs/acre on the Agrostis/Festuca is alwaysdouble the gain produced on :he Nardus.
Environmental climatic Factors have some.effect on the liveweightgain results, because the highest net gains are produced in seasons followingmild winters and mild springs, e.g. 1962 and 1963. The springs precedingthese two seasons showed luw mean air and soil temperatures for the earlypart of the year whilst the 1961 and 19:4 seasons were preceded by relativelywarmer milder springs. Cold, very wet springs will give adverse growingconditions and will affect sward production which is reflected in corres-pondingly 13w herbage dry matter yield results, for 1962 and 1963. TheNardus sward appears to be less affected by these cold .spring. conditions.
The low value for the net gain animal material per acre cn.theAgrostis/Festuca in 1962 and also the loss in 1963, may be attributed toan insufficiency of herbage being available to the ewes on. the Agrostis/Festuca. It is likely that in order to maintain their body heat etc.and produce milk for the lambs the ewes were utilising their body sourcefor supply of energy, .so producing a loss in body weight, which was notoffset by the gain in weight-achieved by the lambs. A very small lossin weight of ewes occurred on the Nardus. in 1963, but not nearly aslarge as that which occurred amongst the ewes on the Agrostis/Festuca.A possible explanation is that the Nardus plot carried only half the stock-ing density compared with the-Agrostis/Festuca, se that there was moreherbage available per ewe, to satisfy the body requirements.
In 1964 the stocking rate on the Agrostis/Festuca w s slightlyreduced from 10 to 8 ewe units and the results indicate that there mayhave been overstockingof the Agrostis/Festuca in the years 1961, .62.and63, because in 1964 after a mild spring and under good growth conditions,the ewes on both plots produced gains in weight on a lbs/acre basis.The increase on the Agrostis/Festuca over previous years being more markedthan that produced on the Nardus.
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Generally, the results tend to show that in years when the spring
seasons are warm, have adequate rainfall, and . good growing conditions,
net production of animal material/acre on the Agrostis/Festuca, even at
the higher stocking rate, is about two to three times greater than the
Nardus. Whilst in years which have had a wet spring .with low tempera-
tures the net production on the Agrostis/Festuca is very much lowered
and may be less than the net production of the Nardus.
V. In the foregoing, an account has been given of some of the work
which •s going on in Snowdonia to investigate various aspects of the
effects of the grazing animal on the mountain grassland ecosystem.
The picture is as yet incomplete and'only time will rectify this.
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DISCUSSION FOLLOWING MR. DALE'S PAPER
Mr. Moss stated that on some Scottish heather moors productivity
was about the same from both acidic and basic sites. However, in
those situations, excess food was always available and differences
in productivity.might become more obvious if sheep densities were
increased. Seasonal differences in weather greatly influenced the
productivity of mountain grasslands and it was necessary to obtain
results from several years before definite trends could be established.
Species which changed their habit of growth in response to enclosure
and increased competition for light were commented upon by Mr. Wells, who
compared changes which occurred within an enclosureon the chalk with
those described by Mr. Dale in N. Wales. In both cases, normal rosette
plants such as Plantago lanceolata greatly increased in leaf area and
became erect in habit as a result of enclosure. The importance of this
change in relation to defoliation by cutting or grazing was discussed.
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GRAZING STUDIES AT MOOR HOUSE FIELD STATION
M. •awes
My investigations are concerned with the effect of sheep grazing on
the vegetation and
 seils
 of Moor House, which although owned by the Nature
'Conservancy, is common land. In this, it is typical of much of the open
fell of the northern Pennines where sheep farming and grouse shooting arethe normal land-use. The greater part of the Reserve lies just below2,000 ft. but the summits rise to 2,800 ft. Well over half the 10,000
acres is blanket bog moorland. The grasslands tend to be small and those
cn mineral soil cover less than5% of  the area, but they .are of major
importance to the sheep. Pearsall once remarked to me at Moor House that
we were fortunate in h'aving a place whose ecological state was so low that
whatever we, or I, did to it,. it would be next to impossible to make it.worse!
Be this as it may, my object is to present evidence of fertility,
generally exemplified by the vegetational cover, in relation to a knoWti
sheep grazing regime, and, by-altering thiS management experimentally, to
effect changes thought-to be in some . case's desirable and in.others undesirable.
You are
 all
 probably familiar with-the often repeated saying .that sheep
grazing is 'responsible for-much of the continuing impoverishment of our
hills. It is this statement that has led me to make my investigations and
my hypothesis is that although •this is true in .some instances, it is a
generalisation, and some upland grasslands are dependent for their variety
on the continu'ation of grazing. I hOpeeventuallyto give factual evidence
cn this aspect of land-Use as it affects Moor House. To do this -it
necessarY for me to obtain information not-only on the present position'“
bUt on the past; 'I need to know what occurs in both the .absence of grazing
'and when the grazing regime is altered. I propose .now to tell you brieflyihciwfa'r I have gene to'. me'et thesereqUirements.
The firSt necessity 'has been to study past history. In this, as in
all our research, we Must draw on the work of others:. „Johnson. and Dunham'
on soils and pollen analyses, the work of geographers and numerous historians,on estate, manorial and'county and parish records, and more recently-on-Agricultural'returns. From this we can deduce that sheep-grazing of thefells is long-continued, probably since the Norse:introduced the mountainSheep. We know that a 'grazing pattern, similar to the present, has beenin operation for many years, certainly over the last 200 years. We alsoknoW
 that contrary to . popular belief, sheep.ntimbers have been steadilyincreasing over the past 200 years in the hilly counties of Cumberland andWestmorland. Agricultural returns of four parishes, -one of which containsland mostly above 1,000 ft. •and the others largely hill
 land,...show a doublingOf the sheep populatiOn in the 'last 106 years. :On common land the grazing
Pressure has always been thought to be too high.
 nAi-far. back :as 1794
a'report to the Board of Agriculture complained tilat he Commons of West-
morland were alMost always overgrazed.
,
The sedond part of my research concerns the.present.position. We have. . .informationdi plant cover andsheep numbers. In the case of the sheep weknow their management, we know the live weight increment of two flocks and
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an estimate of their mineral composition. We can calculate from thesedata the annual sheep production fur the Reserve as a whole. Unfortunatelyin so far as the mineral analyses of the animals are concerned we have
'to rely on data produced 100 years ago by Lawes; surely a strange commentary
on progress in this field:
In more specific work I have attempted to find out the weight of
herbage removed by a recorded number of sheep grazing certain swards. Thishas involved detailed work. Measurement of sheep pressure has been by
counting numbers and collecting dung. Measurement of herbage consumptionhas been by a cage difference method and hand sorting has permitted estimates
of grouped plant intake to be mate. In some cases it has been possible to
relate the herbage removed to the sward's primary above-ground production.
The swards we have dealt with in this manner, have so far been thebetter class grasslands, the Festuca-Agrostis swards, and the poor grasslands
of the summits, dominated by Festuca and Descham sia flexuoso. Last year
we investigated the productivity of a Juncus squarrosus dominated sward andin the present season we,have 'returned to Nardus, which I first looked at,
at Moor House, in 1957 with rather negative results.
With a completed vegetation map and widespread observations of sheePpressure, it has been possibleto relate these small experiments to the
Reserve as a whole. In some cases it has been possible to measure the
sheep utilisation of the vegetation immediately surrounding the grasslandinvestigated. By this means we can demonstrate the poverty of the blanketbog in so far as its use for sheep is concerned. However, work by others,
such as Hunter on hill sheep behaviour and on the comparative grazing inten-
sities of different hill swards, has proved invaluable. / believe that
much of the grazing pattern and its effect on vegetation isstrcnglyrelatedto animal behaviour, the development of social groups that determine sheepdensity. For example, work on one of our more productive grasslands howedthat the standing crop of the grazed sward was approximately 900 lb/acre(dry weight) in September. This does not suggest that the sward wasgrazed to capacity. The population utilising the sward averaged 5 sheep/
acre, and remained comparatively constant throughout he season, althoughincreasing slightly after July whenfamily grOups merge into largerunits.
Hunter and Milner have shown that sheep groups habitually take possession
of part of the hill, and do not normally graze outside it. Swards on
mull soils are preferred and it is on these grasslands that competitionbetween animals leads to aggressive behaviour. It is probable,therefore,
that social barriers prevented an increase aboaLa certain levelin the
Moor House Festuca/Agrostis grasslands. A Fairly constant population
will use them although'in the first place this will be dependent on theirproductivity. Changes in the over-allpopulationwill, however, lead
to alterations in the grazing pressure on the poorer swards and this change
must affect their botanical composition. I am not, however, convincedthat improvement of the swards will not destroy existing social barriers.
This remains to be seen.
Finally we can present a rough nutrient balance sheet .o.f,-a moorland
ecosystem as it exists today. Measurements of nutrient input by way of
rainwater and losses in run-off (estimated by Crisp) show that the.part .
played by sheep is indeed small. On a 200 acre catchment Crisp calCulated
that the loss to the catchment by way of sheep products, wool and sales,
was no more than 1 of  ka, 11  lb Of P, 2 lb of Ca and 7 lb of N.
The annual loss of minerals by way of the sheep could be met for the
whole Reserve by applying each year a couple of tons of ground limestone
and superphosphate, a few bags of muriate of Potash and 10 tons of Sulphate
of Ammonia.
However, as the input of rain-borne nutrients is greatly in.excess of
this it can be argued that the amount removed by sheep is too small to
consider.- This is not, however, to say that other biological effects of
sheep upon the distribution •f nutrients over  the fell as a whole is
negligible.
The third part of my investigation is to show what happens in the
absence of grazing.• In view of the long-continued history of grazing,
removal of sheep is certain to produce relatively quick changes on the less
exposed grasslands. The more adverse the-climatic onditions the less
spectacular will these Changes be. Enclosure of ericaceous wards, where
the sheep pressure is-low, can not be expected to produce much measurable
change initially. 2Some 10 years ago a variety of exclosures, each normally
not less than 160 m , were set up on selected sites at Moor House. In time
these exclosures will provide our ungrazed control swards. A paper on the
first seven years of sheep exclosure from three .high-level grasslands was
recently published. In this, our conclusions were of an increase in the
amount of fine-leaved grass, especially Descham)sia flexuosa, •and a general
decrease in the number of species. Most important probably was the sharp
fall in Juncus squarrosus, a rush whose widespread occurrence in the north-
ern Pennines is largely related to sheep grazing. However, in our view,
the present build-Up of undecaying vegetation in these exclosures is of
much greater interest.than.the passing floristic changes. Under conditions
of sheep grazing there-may be no accumulation of plant material on mineral
soils even with rainfall above 70 inches a year. The fraction of dead
material in the herbage of grazed vegetation has not been found to alter
drastically during the summer. At the end of May, 46% of the vegetation
above 1 cm. of ground level may be senescent and in September, 36%.
When grazing is removed the dead tissue accumulates and the animals and
agencies involved in plant decomposition are unable to deal with this
additional material. In time we shall see if this continues and leads
to the developMent of-a mcre acidic and uninteresting sward. This may
well occur on the previously close grazed limestone grasslands which are
our most diverse habitats.
Lastly we need to investigate the effect of.different grazing regimes.
Mcor House is common land and any interference with the commoners rights of
grazing has it-s difficulties. However, 1 have been able. to compare different
grazing-systems-by usinj adjoining fells. For example last year on blanket
bog we cOmPared all-year•round grazing of two intensities, with the Moor -
House»sUinmer g aiipg 'regime. We'were.able'to show big differences in vege-
tation and exiiting grazing piessures. ' :n this case,• the heavier continuousl-:
grazing far from loading to botanical impoverishment, resulted-in greater
variety, though less Calluna, without affecting the bog surface. The
practic-hl'Me*hodS f creating a sward that can be utilised to-the extent
of 1 sheep/2 cadres over the-year' as against 1 sheep/100 acres on a Moor
House'bbg'i's important enough't13 attemPt eXperimentally•
I would like to conclude by sayinc that in my view hill sheep farming
need not be incompatible with.conServation. So often the 'first reaction
of a conservartrånist is to enclose the rarity, fencing apparntly giving
the neces-sary' mystic protection. We have had several instances-Of this
in our area.• 'An' example is the rare saxifrdge, Saxifraga hirculus, which
admittedly has its flowers grazed. An enclosure was set up and within a
matter of a.few years the ungrazed flush vegetation quickly suppressed it;
it is now extinguished. Then there are alpine plants that grow in Unstable
habitats Whee plant comPetition is low. Sheep by treading.often maintain-
these.open Conditions en slopes and their removal could-endanger the plant.
One spedie. I have in mind in'this context is Mycsotis 'alpestris. For the
conservatiori of a wide range of species it is desirable to have areas grazed
and ungrazed. Usually these-conditions exist in hilltbuntry.- believe
careful trials with- plants,under controlled conditions hduld pr,Scede any
attempt to preserve the plant it its-own habitat.
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DISCUSSION FOLLOWING MR. RAWES' PAPER
The effect on the eedsYstem of burning:heather and moorland grasslands
was commented upon by several speakers. In the west oF Scotland ekcessive
burning of heather and excessive grazingby sheep led to severe erosion.
At Moor House, experiments had been laid down to measure the effect of
different regimes of burning on the soil and vegetation of selected areas.
Burning, sheep and grouse were the important biotic Factors on  moorlands
which .greatly influenced the vegetation as a whole. At a lower level, changes
in intensity of any one cf these Factors could be responsible for the
eradication or success of individualspeciesof special conservation
interest. Mr. Rawes did not agree with the comment that there were no
examples where grazing had been used to maintain the conservationinteFest.
Grazing Was important in preventing tree regeneration in the Highlands
but there were good examples available at Moor House where grazing had
maintained the interest in particular areas. M osotis alf)estris was an
example of a species which benefited from hee.vy grazing and treading,
;while Saxifra a hirculus had disappeared when enclosed.
-THRIPLO'J GRAZING EXPEdIMENT
. _
Q. CrOm.-.ton
For a full account of this experiment he reader.is referred to the"1962 Handbook of the dambridgeshire Naturalist Trust. In this accountI will concentrate on some of the difficulties we . have encountered, and onselected observations made over the past four years..
This experiMent was planned by Dr. Walters with the liMited aim oflearning something about the variation in the nueeers of'floweringDactylorchis under different forms of management; it is concerned' withaesthetics as well as with changes in thc numbers of"flowers of this Speciesof orchid. It is not concerned with the survival of the species.
The.NatUre_Conservancy gaVe a grant towards the set.ting up of theexperiment and I would like to take this opportunity of thanking Dr. Duffey,Dr. George and Mr. Ducker for all their help and interest.
Although the aims of the eZperiment are simple, the complications ofbeing dependent on other people's livestock and machinery are not only
very time consuming, but have the added disadvantage of not being controllable.
Undcr the general heading Jf difficulties 1 would first like to discussthe uneveness of the plots or strips for purposes of comparison. its you willsee from the diagram (Strip 1, 48%, Strip 2, 86%, Strip 3, 37%, Strip 4, 28%),the percentage of area in which the Dactylorchis are fuund in each strip andthe area ever which Carex acutiformis is dominant, is very uneven. Thearrangement of the strips was necessitated by the access arrangements forgrazing.
Secondly quadrats should not adjoin fences. Despite all the extra
wiring around quadrats the animals lean over a good 50 cms. and graze thecontrol or cut strip making it necessary to discard a third uf each quadrat.Furthermore, a quadrat should not be by a gate. The ponies in strip 1 arefed twice a day by the owner and they stand by the gate waiting for this.Heavy trampling has occurred in a quadrat placed there, and during the
winter of 1964 vegetation in the quadrat was almost eradicated.
Thirdly, because each strip is over an acre, the margin of error inthe annual count must be very great (usually counted ca 1 July). The methodof counting adopted is to assemble as many volunteers as possible in a
straight line at one end of a strip and to slowly walk across, counting allthe orchids between oneself and the next person of the left. Every5yards or so the line comes to a halt and each counter given their totalto a teller who is standing facing them. Dr. Duffey has made the helpfulsuggestion that each person counting should held on to a knot in a longrope which is knotted at regular intervals.
It is too early to come to any conclusions about the results obtainedso far. No analysis has been made of the recordings in the quadrats and
á
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the orchid counts have nct been related to the fluctuations in the watertable, climate or the grazing times. However, useful subjective observationshave been made, and are recorded below.
Grazin references: the cows when put in at the end of the year willeat everything that is not prickly, except Juncus inflexus. They will eatCarex acutiformis. I have never seen the mares or yearlings, iwho were.thoroughbred Arabs, touch Carex acutiformis but on the other hand one ofthe ponies (retired from the circus), will eat Carex acutiformis even whenthere appears to be much better things on offer. Differences within aspecies of animal must be taken into account, as well as between differentspecies.
One of the factors we are interested in is the palatability of
 theorchids. I have never seen any animal eat a Ditctylorchis. It wassuggested that I try offering a bunch
 of D4ctylorchis to the cows andhorses but I did not do this. It was also suggested that a trough be setup with compartments filled with different species growing in the meadowand observing which species were selected by the animals. This has notbeen done because of the danger of poisoning animals which were not ownedby the Trust. We would be interested to hear if anyone has tried thismethod.
I have already mentioned the trampling effect on one of the quadrats.by the ponies during last winter. This is an important factor whichspeakers have already referred to.
 I
 have . rarely seen a trampledDactylorchis, but trampling has an important effect-on the taller herbsand furthermore the cows do flatten Carex acutiformis by lying on it (adamp and cool area in summer?).
There is a steady rise for three years (at least in the grazed strips)and then a tremendous drop.
 1
 would not like to draw any conclusionsafter only four years recording, as we know nothing about seasonalfluctuations cr the effect of the low water table of the past 3 years.
Secondly one of the measured effects in the control has been the advanceof 3im. by Carex acutiformis into the permanent Blysmus quadrat set up in1958. In 1958 quadrat 1 contained 1 plant of C. acutiformis and 150 otherplants of 12 different species. In 1964, the same quadrat contains 52 plantsof Carex, and 2 plants of E uisetum alustre,and l'plant of C. otrubae.
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The results obtained up
 to :the:present time indicate-that he orchids
'flower best in the erazed strips. It is suggested that this may be becausegrazing effectively reduces the shading from tall herbs. A second factor ofsome importance is the unpalatatility of the orchid to grazing animals.
Dactylorchis used:to:flower abundantly when.the rides in the•osierswere open but as they Closed over the ordhTds became paler and fewei- and .now that the canopy has closedorchids.are scarce. :This suggests thatshading •may .be important in regulating the number of floweringspecimens.of Dactylorchis. 
-
But the shading effect may not affect the survival of the species;for example, my lawn adjoins these meadows and has been regularly mowedsince'it was created thirty years ago. However, t'wo, years ago it was notcut at'a critical tiMe and about thirty.flowering heads of Dactylorchis  were counted, which l_susPect-hSd been present all
 the time. Althoughthere.has not been a comparable rate of incraase in the numbers counted inthe strip.cut annually, it may be that cutting in August reduces theirvigour-but.this does net necessarily Mean their absence.
This pilot trial has a life of 5 yaars. With only one more year togo we are therefore beginning to think about the design of a future
experiment in the arca. One suggestion is to contain the managementexperifrient in mUch smaller units,
 all
 to be placed in Strip:2; firstlyfor ease'ofmanagement and secondly, for counting.accuracy and mostimportant for uniformit of comparison.
We haVe•rec'ently-begun.twoHther sMall trials.connected with the'flowering of Dactylorchis.
-(1) Following .a suggestion made by Mr...A.E.. Smith we have cut twice-a year a plot 10 X 30 yards in an area cominated by Carex acutiformis tosee if biannual cutting will reduce or even eliminate Carex. In the..first year_there was- some sign of dimini-shed vigour and the bare earthbetween the Carex plants was found to be more cr less completely colonisedby grasses and eight species ef dicotyledons. It will be interestingto see whether these .celonisers can compete effectively with the cutCarex, and whether there ill be any orchids.
(II) The human factor.has also not been investigated and I havetherefore started a small trial in which the flowering Dactylerchis  
are pulled by hand.
Palatability tests as outlined will have to be undertaken and thereare many.long term effwcts still to be investigated.
.The effect of- a fluctuatfhg water table and the manuring'effect dflivestock are. two aSpects .which'we'- hope to study, in our investigations .of the faCtors.influ.encing th'e flówiring--Of Dactylorchis.
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DISCUSSION FOLLOWING MRS. CROMPTON'S PAPER
Mr. Skellam thought that the fluctuations in the number of orchids
with time was probably related to the water table. From the little
evidence.available, it appeared that the number of orchids and the
water table were fluctuating in phase and, it was suggested that this line
of investigation would be worthwhile following up.
Comment was made on the fact that sheep, cattle, horses, rabbits
and hares did not eat plants of Dactylorchis, although other species of
orchid are readily acceptable to the grazing animal. The reasons for
this need elucidating.
1. Introduction
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GRI;ZING AND MOWING EXPERIMENTS ON CHALK GRASSLAND.
T.C.E. Wells  
Chalk grassland is one of seven vegetation types discussed In an earlierpaper which is dependent for its continued existence on the grazing animal.
Changes which occur in chalk grassland when the grazing animal is removedhave been documented by Tansley (1939) who describes the effect of excluding
rabbits and sheep from an area of downland in Hampshire, and more recently
Thomas (1960, 1963) has described the dramatic effect which the absence cf
rabbits has had on the flora of the chalk. In general, invasion by scrub
occurs in the absence of the grazing animal and there is an upsurge in thegrowth of all species with the result tharcompetition for light becomesintense and the lower growing species disappear and are replaced 5y more
vicorous species, such as Upright Brome Grass, Tor Grass, False Cat Grass
and Cocksfoot. The overall result of these changes to the conservationistis a lowering of the biological interest, although it has been observed
that the rate of chanae in the vegetation in the absence of grazing variesfrom site to site, and is dependent on many factors of which soil depth,
aspect and the presence of parent plants for invading species arc mostimportant.
The Conservancy have 7 Reserves on the chalk containing more than1,000 acres of grassland, while Naturalists' Trusts own or lease other
areas of chalk grassland. To manage these areas .successfully informationis required assessing the effects of different management techniques on
the floristic composition of these areas, and the purpose of this paperis to describe experiments that are being done, and to suggest lines of
research which would provide the kind of information that is required.
lt might be thought that the agricultural iterature could provide many
of the answers, but unfortunately, most of the work in this country, in
which grazing and mowing experiments are reported, is related to sown leys,
and there are few references to work on downland pasture. Exceptions
to this statement are papers by Warne (1934) Norman (1957) and Kydd(1964)inwhich the effects of various cutting and grazing tleatments on thebotanical composition of permanent dcwnland pasture are reported, although itShould be noted that Norman and Kydd's work was done on grassland which was4rc,wnon deep drift deposits overlying the chalk and that their "permanentdownland" had been arable30 years previously. It is not surprising thenthat the floristic 'compositionof the grassland on which they worked contained
many speces not characteristic of chalk grassland, and the'-results arc
only of limited value to the problem cf chalk grassland management.
2. Information re uired for managing chalk grassland
(a) Grazing
(i) A comparison ef the effectOf sheep and cattle
grazing on the structure and floristic omposition
of chalk grassland;
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) The effect of differnet intensities of sheep
and cattle grazing on the floristic omposition
of the grasslond;
(iii) A comparison of the effect of time of grazing
on the floristic and faunistic interest of chalk
grassland.
) The effect of different breeds of sheep on the
botanical composition of grassland.
(b) Mowing  
(0  Effect of frequency of cutting on floristic
composition.
) Effect of time of year of cutting on floristic
composition.
(iii) Effect of height of cutting on floristic omposition.
(c) Burning  
(i) Effect.of frequency of burning on the vegetation,
with particular eference to the spread'of invading
species such as Tor Grass.
(d) Individual S ecies
(0  The effect of  the above management treatments on individual
species, par.ticularly those of special conservation interest
e.g.- Anemone -ulsatilla, Seseli libanhtes, many.orchid
species.
(ii) A study of the biology of individual species.
(e) The rate of reversion of sown pastures and abandoned arable to
chalk grassland.
In an idealised situation, the management of chalk grassland Reserves
would be founded on ecological knowledge derived from experimentation. At
the present time, we do not have this informotion, but experiments are being
done to provide some of the answers to the questions outlined above, and
the res.tof this paper describes experiments that are being•done on chalk
grassland in south England. It is not possible to quote 'results from
many of these experiments because none of them have been down for more than
two years, but some of the long-term studies of changes in the vegetation
of the chalk, begun by Dr. Thomas and continued by the Conservation Research
Section are providing information on the rate of reversion of sown pasture
to downland, and results from these observations are discussed later.
3. Exieriments on the Chalk.
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The work of the Conser.vation Research Section is concentrated on theBarton Hills in Bedfordshire, 6 miles north of Luton and on the easterntip of the Chiltern Hills. This arca was chosen fcr detailed work on chalkgrassland problems because (0
 it was the nearest extensive tract of chalkgrassland to Monks Wood, (ii) the o%,mer was willing for experiments to bedone on his land, (iii) the
 Hills
 had been grazed by sheep fcr the previusten years and the present-day management provided an example of how Bromus  erectus - dominated grassland could be managedto mh'ntain the biologicalinterest.
The-past history of the Hills has been investigated and is worth
relating in some detail as it illustrates the way in which the floristicinterest in an area can be regained after a long period of neglect. Thesteepness of the chalk slopes makeS it unlikely that the
 Hills
 have everbeen ploughed and both the Tithe Award Map of 1778 and the EnclosureAward Map of 1814 describe the Hill as common grazing. Sheep have beenthe main grazing animal, and the number of sheep have fluctuated with
changes in agricultural prosperity. We know frem the records of the
early Bedfordshire botanists that although Bromus erectuS was abundant
en the Hills in 1884 (Herb. Saunders, Luton Museum), a rich chalk florawas also present and in an excursion made by the Herts. Natural-HistcrySociety in 1892 to the area, 7 species of orchid were recorded in additionto Anemone oulsatilla. Grazing 'of the Hills with Dorset Horn sheepcontinued until 1920 when, because cf the general depression in agri-
culture, sheep farming became uneconomic and was abandoned on the chalkin Bedfordshire. From 1930-45, rabbits were the main crop obtained fromthe Hills although sheep grazed there on occasions.- Nevertheless, neitherrabbits nor sheep controlled the spread of Hawthorn scrub ur the growth
of Bromus erectus and in the late 1940's, the vegetation waS 2' - 3deep,with a deep layer uf dead grass leaves at the base. In 1954, the
 Hills
were reelaimed by the present tenant who..burnt the dead vegetation atEaster, cut down the scrub by hand and treated the cut stumps with anarboricide, and from then until the present day, Border-Leicester x Cheviotsheep, at a stocking rate of aboiit 3 sheep per acre hive grazed the
 Hillsfor nine months of the year.
The
 Hills
 today are covered with a snort, heavily grazed turf in
which Bromus crectus is still the dominant, but its habit is more likeFestuca rubra than thecoarsetussocky habit which one normally associateswith Bromus in undergrazed grassland. 45 species of flowering plantshave been recorded from one south-facing slope, including species such
as Senecio integrifolius, Anemone ulsatilla cemosa andFiliendula vulgaris. Despite 30 years of neglect, the botanidalinterest of the area is as high as ever, and this point iS further exempli-fied by Anemone pulsatilla. The distribution of this species in the areawas mapped by Miss D. Meyer in 1952 who found it at 5 stations cn theHills. This species was found at the same 5.stations last year while
two new sites were discovered on the Hills, and although the'plants are
not obvious because only a few.Elower in each year, they appear to'be
capable of surviving in the vegetative state for long periods.
_ A sheeP:and_rabbit-proof-excloSUre;:was rected in-1963 on the Barton
'Hills to study the effect of various cutting treatments on the floristic
composition of chalk grassland and to compare the effect of:cutting with
sheep grazing. A replicated•experiment has been laid down within the
exclosure to investigate the effect of both time of year of cutting and
frequency of cutting on fleristics, but it is too early to be able to
say much about the effect of specific treatments on the flora, although
several interesting observations have been made within the exclosure during
thefirst year.
1..nemone ulsatilla-
Knockin- Hoe N.N;R:-Y
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Before the exclosure was erected in 1963, the num
with flOwers within the area  of .the exclel.s..ureTwas six.
of removing grazing.fr-9 months, 135.plants.of which
observed and marked.. ,-An  area of equal size, outside
had been grazed by sheep, yielded 5 plants in flower.
_-
ber of Anemone plants
In 1964, as a.result
100 had flowered were
the exclosure, which
.•
(ii) The biology of individual species requires study if ther,.iirt-sf om
cutting and grazing experiments are to be explained fully. Species differ
in the time of year in which they produde leaves, inflorescences, set seed,
and the effect of grazing or cutting at one time-of.the year may be disastrous
.species and:have no effect onsothers. For example. Cirsium acaulon  
produces its.d.eaves.at.the beginning of May and any cutting treatment.applied
before that date.doeS:mot directlytaffect this species, although its com-
petitive relationships with other species• which were defoliated.will!have
been changed. Other species such as Centaurea nemoralis and Succisa pratensis
produce their leaves even later, while many.of the chalk grasses commence
growth early .on.in the seaS3n Snd.are more affected.by early defoliation.
(a) A secbnd "excIosure Was erected at.Knocking Hoe in the•summer.of 1964
to investigate the effect of time of year of cutting on the floristic om-
position of the grassland, with special reference to the control of Bromus
erectus. A split-plot design is being used in which the cut' rrTt-rial is
removed from half the plots and on the other7half:.the cut material is
returned in a finely divided form.
The effect of these treatments will be compared with grazed areas-
.
outside the exclosure.
(b) The Autumn Ladies Tresses (s  iranthes soiralis) is one of a grot4 of
orchids which is said to fluctuate greatly in number from year to year.
It occurs in  abundande on the chalk at Knocking Hoe, Bedfordshire. Advantage
has been taken of its abundance on a south-facing slope .to study changes
in the population in relation to sheep and cattle grazinj.
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Grazing Pressure No. of No. of Inflorescencies Fresent '63 Present '64
Plants Intact Ditten-off not '64 not '63
1963 Light,no grazing 467 447 120'
in September.
1964 Heavier, grazed 482 217 95 140
in August and
September.
In the two years that this orchid species has been studied, there have
been no great changes in the total population as has been reported for this
species in the past (Ferring 1956), although internal changes. in .tne population
have occurred. From the management point of view, it would seem undesirable
tc graze a Reserve where this species is of . special interest during late
-August and September, .but is iS encouraging to know.that more than'half the
plants which produced inflorescencies came to maturitY and' shed their seeds,
even thsugh'grazing had been heavy during the flowering'season.
Old Winchester Hill
•The effect of light winter grazing by ScUthdown ewes is being studied
on the south-facing slope below the Iron Age  Camp at Old Winchester Hill.
. Although the grazing is reStricted te the winter months, and has usually
been-for only one month in the ye'ar distinct differences arc visible between
the grazed and ungrazed areas. 'After eight years under this Grazing regime,
ne.species is found in the grazed area which does not'occur also in the
'ungrazed.area, but differences in the performance of species in the two areas
have . been detected. Sheep's Fescue (Festuca ovina), Carnation Sedge (Carex
flacca) and Salad Burnet (Foteriumsan uissrba) are More abundant in the
ungrazed paddock, while Meadow Oat Grass Avena pratensis), Squinancy Wort
(As erula c anchica) and Rouch Hawkbit (Leontodon his idus)are more abundant
in the grazed paddock. Mosses, especially Fseudoscler000dium -urum are
more abundant'in the deeper turf of the ungrazed paddock.
.Aston Rowant  
This experiment has.already been discussed in a previous paper by Mr.
Woodman.
Crundale Down
Many areasof chalk downland have been ploughed up in the last 10 years
and come have been sown with Strains of cultivated grasses in an atteMpt to
increase production. Many of these areas have been put down to long. leys
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and in the event of a change in agricultural practice, it is likely thåt
they will remain as grassland and will not be ploughed again. It isimPortant to have available information:concerning thesurvival of chalk
grassland species in this grassland while the rate of reversion of sown
chalk pasture to downland is not known. To provide this information,
annual records of
 changes have been made in an area of downland at Crundale,Wye, Kent,.which was ploughed in 1957. Before ploughing, Strawberry' Down
was an old chalk pasture dominated by Festuca ovine and Brach odiUm innatum
and contained many characteristic chalk speCieS.
The Down was ploughed in 1956 and reseeded With a mixture of:-
Lolium perenne
L. multiflorum
Dactylis glomerate
Trifolium repens
T. pretense
Since 1957, until the present time, the Down has been grazed heavily by
sheep and cattle, and the turf has never been more than 2" high when visited
each year in summer. A permanent transect was marked out by Dr. Thomas in1956 and this has been recorded annually at the same season, using the
vertical point quadrat. The following changes in the sward have occurred.
Lolium multiflorum disappeared after 1957 and Red Clover, which was never
very abundant rapidly decreased after 1958 and had also disappeared by1960.
The three other sown species, Lolium perenne, pact lis lomerata and
Trifolium repens have decreased in cover with time, but still make thelargest contribution to the sward in terms of dry matter production.
The most successful invader into the ley has been A rostis stolcnifera
which has increased in cover from 4% in 1956 to 50% in 1964. During thelast 5 years, 16 species which may be classified as weeds have been recorded,but the contribution made to the sward by these species has been small.13 species characteristic of chalk crassland have survived ploughing orhave invaded the ley from elsewhere, but none of these species are veryfrequent, except Brach odium -innatum: this ;rass, a tough, unpalatableperennial first appeared in 1960 and the tufts of yellow green leaves are
now scattered across the ley. Festuca oWina is also present and had a
cover of 11% in 1962, but the indications are that although the pasture
contains many species characteristic of chalk grassland, the-rate of
reversion is slow, and many of the more interesting species such as
Hi ocre is comcsa and knth Ilis vulneraria re slow in recolonising the
sward. •
Conclusion
Experimental work is being done which should provide information which
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will be useful to .those with responsibilities for managing Nature Reserves
on the chalk. However, many of the problems outlined at the beginning
of this paper are not being tackled because of lack of time and staff,
•
and much remains to be done.
Experiments in which sheep and cattle are used-demand a great deal
of time and money, and many workers(e.g.Hurley) feel that controled:
experiments can only be done•successfully on land attached tu experimental
stations. Many of the Reserves in England are t,:o small for use, both
by the public and research workers, especially when grazing animals are
being used:in experiments anc: it is suggested-that consideration'should be
given to purchasing an area of land which should include a farm which could
be used solely for management experiments.
Wye and Crundale Downs
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RESEARCH IN PROGRESS ON THE RESERVES ON
THE CHALK IN SOUTH-EAST REGION
P.A. Gay  
All the research on grasslands in progress in the Region is specifically
designed to provide information to help in managing the Reserves.
(1) Randomised block experiment to determine the effect
of cutting season and height en the swnrd composition
and especially on the control of Brachy odium innatum
which is a problem on the Reserve and widely on the
Downs in the S.E. Region.
(2) Plot trial on the mode of action of burning in its
effect on Brachypodium .innatum.
(3) Documentation of the voluntary grazing pattern of
stock.
(4) Randomised block experiment on the build up and
breakdown of litter of Brach °odium innatum, the
effect of cutting season on the lay of grassland
regrowth and on subsequent annual growth increment.
Lullington Heath  
(5) Field trial on the effect of mowing season on the
rehabilitation of chalk heath on former areas of
dense gorse scrub.
(6) Plot trial on effect of mowing on maintenance of
existing chalk heath.
(7) As for (4) but on Agrostis stolonifera. This
experiment supersedes a randomised block experiment
on the effect of cutting season on the annual growth
increment.
Kingley Vale  
(8) As for (4) but on Bromus erectus.
Knocking Hoe  
(9) As for (3)
(10) On all the above Reserves observations are in progress on
the year to year persistence of several species which it is
important should be conserved. These observations o far
are confined to finding the base level of the population as
a preliminary to determining the effect of certain management
treatments.
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Wherever approPriate photographic records are taiCen to augmentother forms of record of the results.of the atove research.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION AND &MING UP AT THE END OF THE SYMPOSIUM
Dr. Mellanby, in his summing up, outlined the need for grazing on
Reserves and suggested that two quite different approaches CoUld be made
which used together would provide the sort of information required for
managing grassland_reserves..
. Careful experimentation, using standard statistical techniques was
likely to yield the most useful information, but unfortunately neither
staff nor financial resources were sufficient for carrying out the large
number 3f experiments on a range of vegetation types which required study.
At the Same time, Reserves had to be managed, and useful work could
be done by testing different management techniques on small parts of
Reserves which were representative of  larger areas of similar vegetation.
Other methods of controlling vegetation, such as burning and mowing,
should be considered as alternatives to grazing, especially on land which
was not too steep to preclude the use of machinery. Special attention
should be given to comparing the effect of different types of livestock
and mechanical means cf control, on the botanical composition Of grassland.
Mr. Skellam made the plea that in all long term experiments which
were likely to involve many people, the whole aims, terms of reference,
and division of responsibilities should be clearly defined anC stated
in writing. It was suggested that a Froforma for each experiment
should be completed and deposited with the Biometrics Section. It was
strongly recommended that before large scale experiments were done using
animals, small pilot trials should be made.
Dr. Duffey thought that we had to be certain aboUt what we were
actually trying to conserve. Different types of grassland required
different management techniques and each site would have to be considered
seperately, although jeneral principles woUld evolve which could be applied
to problems in general.
Flexible systems of management using animals not owned by the
Conservancy had not been successful in the past, and it was essential
for experimental purposes that animals were purchased by the Conservancy.
Dr. Frazer noted that some form of grazing was necessary to maintian
the botanical and entomological interest of chalk grassland. He suggested
that a committee should be formed to investigate the possibility of
using a large flock of sheep for managing grassland on reserves owned
by the Conservancy and Naturalists' Trusts.
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DISCUSSION FOLLOWING PAPERS BY MR. WELLS AND DR. GAY.
Mr. Thompson mentioned that he had observed specimens of Orchis Fuchsii  
in Monks Wood in which the inflorescences had been bitten off and left on
the ground beside .the plant. In details, this agreed with what Mr. Wells
had described at Knocking Hce for S-)iranthes s.iralis and it would be
useful to know whether rabbits or slugs were the responsible animal.
Dr. Perring thought.it imp.ortant to know if burning a grassland
occasionally could result in the spread of 3rach podium innatum, or
whether annual burning was necessary for its spread. At Wye and Crundale
Down, burning followed by grazing had improved the turf.
Mr. Collier thought that too much attention was being given to studies
on the rarities of chalk grassland and that more work should be done on
the common species. This was generally agreed to be desirable although
it was noted that rare species were often of national importance and merited
special attention.
t t 'St/ t.
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